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Blue Key To Present
'Open City' Sunday

The Kappa Phi Kappa held a
meeting on February 12, 1952. Due
to the January graduation of President Jack Neel, Bobby Huguley,
as Vice-President, automatically
became president. At this meeting he resigned due to other obligations, and Joe Elam was elected president for the remainder
of the semester. New members
of the club will be voted on at
the next meeting on February 26.
The club is now making plans to
attend the Teachers meeting in
Columbia on March 28.

Clemson A & M ff

Professors
To Attend
Conference
Five professors of the English
Department at Clemson will attend a meeting of the Southeastern College English Association at
Florida State University in Tallahassee, Florida, on February 23.
Those attending are: H. M. Cox,
acting head of the English Department; M. A. Owens, associate
professor of English; F. H. Macintosh, associate professor of English; B. A. Goldgar, assistant professor of English; and R. W. Van
Fossen, instructor in English.
Mr. Cox is a member of the
advisory board of the association.
Among the topics which will be
reviewed at the meeting will be
sophomore literature courses
taught at Clemson and at other
selected colleges.

Deputation From
Columbia Will Be
At "Y" Sunday
On Sunday, February 24, the
vesper program will be presented
by a delegation from Columbia
College under the leadership of
Miss Betty Jean Turner.
The vesper program at the
Clemson YMCA Sunday, February
17, was presented by the Presbyterian College Choir under the direction of Dr. Edouard Patte. In
addition, a talk, "The Importance
of Life's Extras", was given by Dr.
Hunter Blakely, president of
Queens College in Charlotte.

Cookson Wins 2nd
Math Contest
F. E. Cookson, Jr., arts and
sciences senior of Clemson, has
been awarded first place and a
cash award of ten dollars in the
second mathematics which closed
recently.
Second place went to William D.
Ashcraft, electrical engineering
freshman of Florence. Mr. Ashcraft received his second cash
nrize of five dollars, having also
placed second in the first contest.
The judges also awarded honorable mention to Robert J. Orr,
Cecil J. Walters, and Hugh B.
Rawl.
The third prize problem is announced elsewhere in this issue of
The TIGER.

Block And Bridle
Will Meet Tuesday
The Clemson Block and Bridle
Club will meet on Tuesday, February 26, at 6:15 p. m. in the
Dairy Building.
All students majoring in animal
husbandry and who are interested
Csl. ". E. Cookson, Clemson Commandant, presents his check for
in becoming a member of the
the Clemson Community Council to Dr. R. F. Poole, chairman of
Clemson chapter of the club are
the Community Council finance campaign.
invited to attend. Refreshments
will be served.
The club is sponsoring a senior
live stock judging team. Practice
is held every Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday at 4 p. m. Any animal
husbandry junior or senior is eligible for the team, which ProfesPersons desiring to make thensor Danion is coaching. Contests
contributions to the Clemson
are being planned with the UniCommunity Council may mail
versity of Georgia and possibly at
their checks to Dr. H. J. Webb,
the Squtheastern contest t<3 be
council treasurer.
held at the University of Tennessee.
Those who have not mailed their
contributions by Monday FebruThe officers of the club are:
ary 25, will be contacted at their
president, Bob Johnson; vicehomes.
president, Chester Wilson; secreCpl. Francis B. Geiger, 23, son tary, David Mangrum; and treaThe Community Council includes in its purpose: assistance in of Mr. and Mrs. V. N. Geiger, 2105 surer, Andre Price.
the planning and coordination of Kingswood Rd., Jacksonville, Fla.,
community improvement programs recently completed a Unit Chemiof various groups, to provide a cal, Biological and Radiological
means for community-wide par- course at Fort Meade, Md., with
ticipation in the organized com- honors. His 98 percent average
munity health and welfare activi- was highest in the class of 77 stuties, and to promote and encourage dents.
Included in the 96-hour course
the eonsodilation of solicitation of
contributions for the support of are defensive aspects involved in
health, welfare, and educational combating chemical, biological and
The Clemson Baptist Church
radiological attacks.
activities.
Corporal Geiger entered the will present the next in a series of
Th governing body of the CounArmy on Nov. 9, 1950, and re- evening programs on Sunday, Febcil is composed of J. Roy Cooper,
chairman Charles P. Butler, vice- ceived basic training with the ruary 24, at 7 p. m. The speaker,
403d Evacuation Hospital at Fort Howard McClain, the executive
chairman; Mrs. F. A. Sharpe, secBragg,
N. C. The 403rd is now secretary of the Council for Social"]
retary; Dr. H. JvWebb, treasurer.
stationed at Camp Pickett, Va. Action in South Carolina, will talk
On the board of directors are Mrs.
He attended the Post Leader's on the topic, "What's Wrong with
A. E. Schilletter and Mrs. J. T.
School at Camp Pickett from Drinking".'
Bregger.
December, 1951, to January,
These series are in response to
1952.
a questionaire sent out by the
Before entering the Army, Cor- Church in an effort to determine
poral Geiger graduated from Lan- the type of sermon the majority
don High School, Jacksonville. He wished to hear. The sermons
later attended the University of which were most in demand by
Florida, Jacksonville, and Clem- those who replied to the questionson College, Clemson, S. C.
aire were talks dealing with quesHe previously was employed tions of ethics.
by the Western Electric Co., Inc.,
Prior to the program on Sunday
The Clemson Baptist Student as an installer.
night, a' movie concerning the
Union will meet Wednesday night,
problem of drinking will be shown
February 27. The discussion will
at 6:30 p. m.
be about universal military training. Material for the discussion
will be taken from a series of articles in the "Christian Century"
by editors and prominent AmeriA total of $1,128.80 was raised
cans in an analysis of the universal military training bill now recently from the sale of 1951-52
Tuberculosis Seals, according to
before Congress.
Plans are being made to have information received from Mrs. H.
a, forum led by two adults on UMT L. Hunter, local seal sale chairArthur L. Jones, agricultural
at a later date with opposing sides man. Mrs. Hunter also stated
of the question being represented. that the sale was the most suc- engineering senior of Saluda, is
cessful on record of the Clemson presently attending the South
community.
Carolina Lutheran Synod at CoOf the total amount, $189 was lumbia. The meetings began last
raised through local bond sales Tuesday and will close today.
Leaders of the Lutheran Stuuhder the chairmanship of Mrs. dent Association at Clemson are
B. E. Goodale. Mrs. H. G. Mc- M. C. Branham, president; Don
Engineers Meet
Graw, chairman of the Calhoun- Smith, vice-president, and Ralph
A joint meeting of A. S. M. E.
Ulmer, secretary and treasurer.
and S. A. E. and all mechanical Clemson School sales, collected
engineering students will be held $22.41. Sale of the seals to cadets
Tuesday night, February 26, in netted $157.34 through the efRoom 115, Riggs Hall. The pur- forts of Lt. Col. J. B. Jones.
pose of the meeting is to plan the
The remainder of the amount,
Architectural - Engineering Fair.
There will be a selection of proj- $760.05 was raised by sales
ects for the fair.
through the mail.

Contributions Due
For Local Council

Clemson Graduate Completes Scientific
Course With Army

Howard McClain

Will Speak At

ing membership or information
should see Bob Hogg in 7-107 or
At the recent national meeting
T. R. Hawkins.
of the AIEE, the following Clemson men were on the program:
Phi Chi Eta
Mr.. E. T. McMurry, class of 1939
Members of the Quartermaster
and Mr. R. B. Shores, class of
1934, presented a paper on "A Branch of the ROTC who are inNew Line of Magnetic-type Power terested in joining Phi Chi Eta,
Circuit Breaker for Metal-clad national quartermaster fraterniSwitch Gear." Mr. A. N. Shealy, ty, are urged to initial the roster
class of 1923, presented a paper on the QM bulletin board. At
on "Thirty-five Years Experience least twenty names are needed if
the new chapter is to be formed.
Combating Sleet Accumulation."
The fraternity holds its annual
banquet during the fifth week of
Stribling Gets Patent summer camp at Fort Lee, VirIn the recent publication of the
ginia.
Radio Corporation of America,
Styles Shribling, class of 1943, is
T. S. Gandy Dies
awarded his second patent. This
A Clemson graduate of the class
patent is entitled "A System for
Indicating Phase Relationship Be- of 1903, T. S. Gandy, died recenttween Two Sources of Alternating ly in Schenectady, New York. Mr.
Gandy, upon graduation from
Voltage."
Styles Stribling is the son of Clemson, went with General ElecMr. S. C. Stribling, Editor in Chief tric Company and became head of
of the Clemson Extension Depart- the Division of Direct Current Design. ,
ment.

John W. Cook

UMT Will Be
Discussed At
Baptist Church

$1,128.80 Raised In
Local TB Drive

A. L. Jones Is

Attending S. C.

Lutheran Synod

Twenty Clemson men have been
invited to the Baptist Student
Union Mission Conference to be
held at Limestone College from
February 29 to March 2. Preference will be given to freshmen
and sophomores in good standing.

Aero Club

The Clemson Dairy Club announced recently that the speaker at this next meeting on Tuesday
night, February 26, will be Dr. F.
E. Kitchen, Commissioner of Public Health in Greenville County.

Plans are now being made by
the Clemson Aero Club for the
purchase of a new late-model
plane in an effort to modernize
its flying facilities. *""'one seek-

Dairy Club Speaker

The American Red Cross
Bloodmobile will be set up in
the Methodist Church on March
25, 26, and 27 in another drive
to obtain blood donations for
our Armed Forces.
Making the drive more inr
teresting on this visit is the
recent claim of the University
of Idaho student body that
they have the highest rate of
student blood donations in the
West and Clemson's claim to
the best record of any eastern
school.
Campus service organizations,
the Blue Key, Tiger Brotherhood, Delta Sigma Nu, and Alpha Phi Omega, have agreed to
sponsor an East-West contest.
The leaders of the organizations
stated that as much as three
blood donations out of every
four students may be needed if
Clemson is to emerge \as national champion.

For having b^en named South Carolina's best all-around 4-H Project Achievement winner, Douglas
K. Britt is receiving a set of metallic miniature statues symbolizing 4-H achievement. Making the
presentation is Leon O. Clayton, State 4-K Club agent. Cadet Britt has also just received word that
he is to receive a $300 scholarship for having been named first alternate in National 4-H Field Corps
Achievement in 1950. Looking on are three other freshmen who were 1951 state 4-H Club winners
and who attended the National Club Congress. Left to right, cadets other than D. K. Britt are: Gerald D. Guest, State Demonstrator and Public Speaking winner; William F. Stafford, State Livestock
Judge; and Gf;ady A. McElmurray, Jr., winner in State Tractor Maintenance and Operation.

Meiburg Is Named
President Of SCCPA
A stirring speech by one of South Carolina's leading editors, the election' of a Clemson student to head the association
for the coming year, and the awarding of toop journalisnr
prizes to THE TIGER highlighted the annual convention o!
the South Carolina Collegiate Press Association, held February 15 and 16 at Due West. Erskine served as host.
Mr. Wayne Freeman, editor of
the Greenville Piedmont, in opening the convention Friday night,
urged the young people of the
state and the nation to demand
their right to be well-informed.
He said that if freedom of the
press is ever lost in America, the
loss of our other freedoms will
soon follow.
Saturday afternoon at the annual business meeting, Charles
Meiburg, arts and sciences junior of Clemson and co-editor of
The TIGER, was elected president of the association. He
succeeds Jay Smith, editor of'the
Erskine Mirror.
At the annual banquet Saturday
night, Mr. Wilton E, Hall, publisher of the Anderson Independent
and Daily Mail, presented awards
to the winners of the association's
annual contest. Stal Kohn, education senior of Charleston and
former news editor of The TIGER,
won first place in news writing
for his coverage of "Senior Night
Is Observed; Some Property Dam-

Clemson Man Married
Coast-To-Coast Hook-Up
—

Lovett Attends Music
Teachers Meeting
In Columbia
Robert E. Lovett, acting director of music at Clemson, attended
a meeting of public school and
college music teachers group at
the Jefferson Hotel in Columbia
on February 15 and 16.
At the meeting the group made
plans for a survey of the public
schools in an effort to determine
the amount of music which is offered in courses throughout South
Carolina.

Faculty Members Hold
Race Discussion At
Methodist Meeting
Dr. M. A. Owings, Dr. E. M.
Lander, and Dr. C. W. Bolen held
a panel discussion on the race situation in the South at last night's
meeting of the Wesley Foundation.
It was announced that twentyfive students have made reservations to attend the State Methodist
Student Conference which will be
held at Wofford this . week-end.
College students from all over
South Carolina will attend the
three day meet.

Patrick Calhoun Named
Vice-President NY Bank

BSU Convention

John W. Cook, class of 1952, has
accepted employment with the
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
at its Pittsburg Plant. Mr. Cook
received the highest honor in the
group graduating in January of
this year with a grade point ratio
of 8.92.

Bloodmobile
Will Be Here
On March 25 - 27

Baptist Church

NeWShHefS From Everywhere,
AIEE Meets

VOLUME XLV—NO. If

TIGER Cops Top Prizes
At College Press Meet

The Clemson College Cinema GGuild will present Open
City as the first of a series of foreign and'domestic films in
the new chemistry auditorium Sunday afternoon, February
24, at 3 oclock.

Kappa Phi Kappa
Meets, Elam
Elected President

College Newspaper
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A second showing of the initial
movie will be made at 8 p. m.
Sunday evening.
Season tickets for the series,
which includes seven films to be
shown on alternate Sundays, have
been on sale since Monday.
Priced at ,$2.50 the tickets have
been moving fast, and those interested in attending the movies
are' urged to purchase their tickets
as soon as possible from any member of Blue Key, the sponsoring
organization.
No single admission can be sold.
Season- tickets, however, will be
on sale at the door for each performance. Persons ordering tickets
through the mail after Friday
may pick them up at the door Sunday afternoon or evening.
Since the seating capacity in the
auditorium is limited, the first
400 persons to arrive for each prformance will be admitted.
Open City is an Italian film. It
is directed by Roberto Rossellini,
husband of Ingrid Bergman. Starring Anna Magnani, the movie
tells the story of the Nazi occupation of Rome during the past
war.
It has received favorable comment from both Time and Life.
Time Magazine says that it is "a
graphic, bitter harrowing document . . . tells the brutally frank
story of the German occupation."
Life comments, "Best movie about
the anti-Nazi underground released, and Italian film made in
Rome shortly after the city's capture by the Allies."
The remainder of the schedule
includes: March 9—Tight Little
Island (British); March 23—Room
Service (American); April 6—The
Private Life of Henry VIII (British), tentative; April 20—Quartet
(British); May 4—Distant Journey
(Czechoslovakia!!); May 25—Passport To Pimlico (British).

Tiger

The South's Most Interesting

Patrick N. Calhoun, Jr., .civil
engineering graduate in the Class
of 1932, has been named vicepresident of the Bank of Manhattan Company of New York City.
While a student at Clemson, Mr.
Calhoun was a member of the basketball, baseball, and
boxing
teams. He was a charter member
of the Clemson Blue Key chapter
and also held membership in A. S.
C. E. and Tau Beta Pi.
Following his graduation he
became connected with the
Guaranty Trust Company of
New York.
During World War II, he served
as a major with a bomber command in the China, Burma, India
theater and later with the Eighth
Air Force on Okinawa.
In 1946, Mr. Calhoun was
named assistant treasurer of the
Bank of Manhattan Company. He
was promoted to assistant vicepresident in 1950. He is also a
graduate of the School of Banking, Rutgers University, New
Brunswick, N. J.
With his wife and daughter, Mr.
Calhoun now resides in Morristown, N. J.

By Tommy Matthews

aged." Mr. Kohn also took second
place in the feature division toi
his article, "Miss Coker Is Knows
As Sweetheart Of Room 19."
Hassell
Simpson,
arts
anc
sciences senior of Gray Court and
former editor of The TIGER, won
a second place for his editorial
entitled "Statesman Governor."
Saturday morning Mr. Gil Row.
land, general manager of thi
Greenville Piedmont, led a discussion on the topic "Professional
Journalism." At the same timi
Wally Mullinix, sports director o:
radio station WESC in Greenville
told of the opportunities whicfc
were available in "Radio Today."
In the afternoon business session, the member colleges voted
to send delegates to a special
convention for the purpose of
rewriting the present constitution.
Mr. Reid Montgomery,
head of the department of journalism at Winthrop College,
closed the session with a few
thoughts on how a college newspaper staff is able to cope with
administration censorship.
Mr. James R. Young, associate
editor of the Anderson Daily Mail
spoke briefly at the evening banquet Saturday night on the opportunities for young people in the
field of journalism.
Mr. Wilton Hall then presented
the prizes to the winning publications and individuals. The cup for
the best newspaper representing
schools with an enrollment of over
500 students was not awarded because The TIGER was the only
entry in this field.

A Clemson College graduate today became a television star for
one performance on a national
hook-up. He is Bill Snipes, who
now resides in Fayetteville, N. C.
The TV program is the "Bride and
Groom" show which originates in
New York.
PUBLICATION ENTRIES
Bill and his bride, Lillian SherMAGAZINE
mer, of Winston-Salem, N. C,
1st THE CONCEPT of Converse
were married on that show today.
College
They were chosen to appear
2nd THE JOURNAL of Wofford
on the show because of Miss College
Shermer's letter to the produc3rd THE CRITERION of Coers stating their rather unique lumbia College
' meeting and courtship.
NEWSPAPER .
The story goes like this: Lillian
1st THE ERSKINE MIRROR of
was a receptionist for a dentist,
whom Bill contacted when he was Erskine College
2nd THE YODLER of Anderbothered by a toothache. Lillian
son
College
made an appointment for him, and
3rd THE INDIAN of Newberry
Bill made a date with her ("A
Clemson man needs no introduc- College
4th THE PERISCOPE of Coker
tion").
College
Between this first meeting and
the time for Bill's next appointINDIVIDUAL ENTRIES '
ment they saw each other regularly (typically aggressive Clemson NEWS STORY
1st "Senior Night Is Observed;
man).
At the second dental appoint- Some Property Damaged" by Stanment Lillian, seeing poor Bill in ley H. Kohn, THE TIGER, Clemsuch great pain, fainted. This was son College
2nd "College Observes Fortieth
a good indication of Bill's progAnniversary" by Lynwood Campress.
bell, THE YODLER, Anderson
Shortly after this Bill popped
College
the question and gave Lillian a
3rd "College Officials Meet In
ring. This happened over a peaAtlantic City" by Trudy Henry,
nut butter sandwich in Lillian's
THE MIRROR, Erskine College
home in Yadkinville, N. C.
4th "Louisa Black Is Selected
Some friends told Lillian of To Represent S. C. Colleges" by
th* "Bride and Groom" show, THE LANTERN, Limestone College
so she' wrote the letter telling
of their courtship. Soon they FEATURE STORY
received a wire informing tt"v*i
1st "Freshman Prexy Upsets
of their being accepted to apTraditions" by Carolyn Brown,
pear.
THE YODLER, Anderson College
2nd "Miss Coker Is Known As
The expenses of both families
Sweetheart of Room 19" by Stanwere paid to New York, and Bill
ley H. Kohn, THE TIGER, Clemand Lillian were sent on an exson College
pense-paid honeymoon, *in addi3rd "Dr. Rutledge Talks To Retion to receiving many beautiful
porter" by Lucile McCarits, THE
gifts from the sponsors.
LANTERN, Limestone College
The couple will live in Fayette4th "1950 At Erskine Marked
ville, where Bill is associated By Many Firsts" by Mary Stewwith the McLean Trucking Com- art, THE MIRROR, Erskine College
pany.
EDITORIAL

Licenses and Tags
May Be Secured
Sgt. J. C. Easterling of the
South Carolina Highway Patrol is
at the Clemson Fire Station on
Friday and Saturday of each week
for the purpose of issuing drivers
licenses and license tags. The
hours are from 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
on Friday and from 9 a. m. to 1
p. m. on Saturday.

1st "Quitters Never Win" by
Walter Bonner, THE MIRROR,
Erskine College
2nd "Statesman Governor" by
Hassell A. Simpson, THE TIGER,
i Clemson College
3rd Editorial by Ed Berckman,
THE JOURNAL, Wofford College
4th "World of Freedom" by
Hellen Jackson, THE PERISCOPE,
Coker College
Honorable Mention: "Forewarned Is Forearmed" by Lucile McCants, THE LANTERN, Limestone College.
__B~ CnZEE sagU4aiPID 7SU
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By: "Doc" Baker
The Cinema Guild, sponsored by Clemson's complete by having some of the nation's he
chapter of Blue Key, is probably the most ter speakers give orations here.
worthwhile move of any student organizaThink it over, troops. You can't los
tion on the campus this year. The intentions Whether there is ever a speaker or not,
of the founders are two-fold. First, it will costs only thifty-five cents per film. The
serve as an excellent medium of educational you can see them at two different times dui
entertainment. Secondly, it will break the ing Sunday afternoons.
monotony of Sunday afternoons at Clemson. COMMENT BY FAILURE
Another aim is to raise enough money to
Mr. Gil Rowland, general manager of tl)
sponsor a lecture series.
Greenville Piedmont, talked at length abot
The lecture series used to be a regular Clemson's new Cinema Guild. He had on!
thing at Clemson. Blue Key was the driving the highest of praise for it. Mr. Rowlan
force behind this activity. In the past, the stated that he would be over to see the pr*
Kress fund was used to carry the bulk of ductions. Also, he went into some detail .
financing speakers. This year, the commit- to why such a move was not successful i
tee ran into a snag and could not iron out the a city the size of Greenville. It seems the
difficulties involved in having the Kress didn't have a suitable place to show the!
Fund to lean upon.
films. At one time, he stated, "we paid a
Consequently, the Cinema Guild has evolv- much as thirty-five dollars for a banqut
ed. The newly-formed club has already, room in the Poinsett Hotel." Honestly, th
scheduled pictures that would run at ad- man seemed amazed that a place no large
vanced prices were they shown in a local than Clemson would, apparently, be sui
movie house. Naturally, the price of these cessful in the task whereas Greenville faile»
Mr. Rowland pointed out that such ins*
films make it evident that all the movies
gations would do much to remove the e, '
won't net a large profit.
A similar program was tried by a group of isting "Blue Laws"! Granted some peopl
civic-minded individuals in Greenville; will object to seeing movies on Sunday. Y(
however, interest was lacking and the thing from the time a student is old enough \
study history, he is taught of the Three Fre<
was short-lived.
Here at Clemson, this' project must not doms. Freedom of Religion is one of thesi
fail. Membership, which entitles one to all If it is against a person's religious belief '
activities, costs only $2.50. That in itself is attend these functions on the Sabbath, no on
will want to persuade him to attend.
a great advantage to the depleted wallets' on
However, it is pointed out that some n
the campus. It is sponsored by an organizaligions
might see nothing wrong with attena ' j
tion on a non-profit basis. Should there be
ing movies in the afternoons. All you would
some profit, it will in turn be used in an efbe condemners take note; wouldn't it be aj
fort to make the students' education more right to give these people their freedom?

Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly during the school
year by the students of Clemson College
THE TIGER is South Carolina's oldest college newspaper. Its claim, "The
South's Most Interesting College Newspaper,'' is based on circulation, comments, and general attitude of those who read it.
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Brotherhood Week

\

THIS IS BROTHERHOOD WEEK—dedicated, under the
auspices of the National Conference of Christians and Jews,
to appraising our progress toward ah ideal which, more than
any other, motivates Americans in their dealing with each
other and with all the world.
If we could embody in a word the sum of what we stand
and strive for as a people, that one word "brotherhood"
would come closer than any other to defining our philosophy
and our aspirations. If words or phrases like "democracy"
and "free enterprise" fall short of conveying to our own people, and to others, the essence of the American ideal it is because they are political and economic words, therefore limited in scope. What they describe are only the best means to
an end: the end itself is brotherhood.
We fail, of course, to achieve perfect brotherhood. Each
of us fails, too often, individually; all of us fail, in too many
areas of life. But slowly and stumblingly, as men always
make progress toward a high goal, we inch toward brotherhood.
To that ideal are dedicated many a major and minor holiday—Independence day to the brotherhood of American citizenship; Community Chest week to the brotherly responsibility of each of us to the less fortunate; our highest religious
holidays to the brotherhood of mankind.
But we do well to take a week each year to emphasize
brotherhood for its own sake, and to examine our progress
toward it, and to dedicate ourselves anew to the practice of
it, and to resolve to go farther faster toward its attainment.
By Gideon Seymour
Vice-President, Minneapolis Star and Tribune

Brotherhood Quotes
In this atomic age the principle of human Brotherhood
has a greater and more vital relevance than ever before in
the history of mankind, for nations cannot live in peace until
men learn how to live together in understanding harmony.
It is in the interest of all of us, therefore, and in the interest;
of the nation that we give practical application to the democratic principles of Brotherhood in all of our daily relations.
Ralph J. Bunche
Trusteeship Council, The United Nations
One of the great lessons of our American heritage is not
only the right but also the spontaneous willingness of our
leaders of various religious beliefs to sit down together for
the promotion of the basic ideal of the Fatherhood of God and
the Brotherhood of Man, which is the essence of democratic
life.
Francis P. Matthews
United States Ambassador to Eire
The impulses making for human Brotherhood are deep
in each of us; but they are often atrophied. Let us try to save
them from this fate.
Dr. Louis Finkelstein
President, Jewish Theological Seminary of America
Brotherhood among all mankind is an ideal toward which
to strive, a moral measuring rod with which to evaluate ethical behavior. Too frequently today the term is carelessly
used and superficially defined until a whole lexicon of cliches
has evolved around it.
'Herold C. Hunt
Superintendent of Schools, Chicago

Leaders of Tomorrow
A recent meeting of an organization composed of college
students turned into "disorganized confusion." A college
professor present remarked that the meeting shouldn't disturb the sudents, as they would be conducting the affairs of
the nation in exactly the same manner in a few years.
Will we? Must politics and business be conducted in
chacs and confusion? Will we make the same mistakes that
have been made in the past? Will the world continue in its
present state of turmoil?
We. are partners in our country's and the world's destiny.
We, as students today, will be the leaders of tomorrow.
We must exert our every effort to become capable and
prepared. We should stay informed on world, national, and
local affairs. We should take advantage of every opportunity to learn to conduct business, to learn to write, to learn to
speak.
We must meet the future with determination to do our
Individual parts in making the world safer and saner for future generations.

ODDS AND ENDS

The Fallacy Of American
Foreign Policy ... ?
'Asphalt And Desire'
By F. E. Cookson, Ja.

The most important issue that the Administration is facing is the development of a
foreign policy which will preserve our^basic
liberties. It is interesting to note that in the
last few years, this foreign policy has been
expressed as a "containment of communism".
What does this mean? As it is being used
today this means that we will answer aggressively any advance made by communism. In
other words we are on the defensive and
must await the moves of the other side.
In the present situation we must look forward to a time when the world will settle
down and live in peace. This peace can only follow one of two events: Either the
world must fight a war or one side must collapse internally, allowing the other side to
obtain world dominance.
Most Americans are willing to agree that
we must not fight a fullscale war unless we
are forced into it by the actions of the communists. At the same time it is generally
recognized that it will be almost impossible
for the West to continue rearming indefinitely and to continue to carry such a high
portion of their budgets for military production. Sooner or later the economy will become "unstuck" if our present rate of spending is continued. Remember there are only
two situations in which we can have peace,
and failure to obtain this peace is liable to
reap economic disaster under the present
controlled economics of the Administration.
We reject war, and so the only one left is
the internal breakdown of the countries behind the "Iron Curtain."
>
So substantially there is a race involved
to see which way of life can survive longer
than the other one. Now what are we
doing to winthis race? What active steps
have been taken by the Western governments to overthrow the governments of
the Soviet sphere? So far as we are allowed to learn there has been very little
of this kind of action. Most of that which
has been done was done by various private
organizations such as the "Crusade for
Europe". It is amazing to think that our
government can invite this race between
the East and the West and do absolutely
nothing to prevent the East from winning.
Perhaps it is because we as a nation are
too soft in our international relations, perhaps we ought to crack down on the communistic countries and run the race to win.
Or perhaps our armchair planners in Washington are so sure of the collapse of the East
that they see no need to do anything to hurry the fall. Well, it is not going to do us
much good for the Soviet way to fall apart
if the West falls apart first. Or maybe these
same planners feel that it would not do any
good to try because it would not work. This
point of view is sheer defeatism for they
really don't know whether it would do any
good or not, never having tried.
The communists are sure of our eventual
collapse, they must be sure or they wouldn't
be communists. Yet we have in America va-

rious elements which are doing everything in
their power to upset the internal security of
the American people. These elements have
not yet reached the revolutionary stage but
they are organizing and trying to obtain control of .unions, clubs, and most important,
people's minds.
Are we doing the same
things behind the "Iron Curtain"? Are the
people behind this curtain being organized
and supported by aid from the West? Are
we giving these people confidence in the
truth of democracy? Or are they the forgotten people of the world? Are they to have
in their hearts the seeds of freedom and
never to taste the fruit? It is these people
who can help to overthrow their masters, so
as to relieve the crisis from our own backs
and at the same time give other people the
precious gift of freedom which we ourselves
take so much for granted.
The thing that many of us forget today is
that our rearming and mutual defense treaties are simply arrangements to prevent the
communists from using war as a means of
spreading their faith. We are forcing them
to use other means of "converting the world
to the true faith." But we are doing nothing
in the way of stopping this secondary attack
or are we doing anything to gain the offensive from the Soviet.
We may continue for many years to
have a cold war, but eventually there must
be a decision and equally surely this decision must be in our favor, this we must
have faith in. But just because we have
faith is no reason to toss out the windojtv
any attempts to help ourselves.
The
American people must convey to the President and to Congress their desire for an
active offense against communism.
The
government must then take effective action to develop this active offensive.
What are some of the possible means of
waging an effective offensive? The first and
best way is the infiltrating the communist
countries with trained agents who would go
about organizing resistance cells. Necessary
equipment for these cells could be provided
by the West. After several years of preliminary organization the cells could be united
into an underground party, national in scope.
Finally when a critical size of this underground had been reached a revolution would
be started which would overthrow the communist government and institute democratic
government. To supplement the growth of
the underground, all effort to make correct
information reach the communist controlled
people must be made. Such methods as the
use of "freedom balloons" and the "Voice of
America" must be greatly expanded. These
are just a few of the various things that
might be done.
We can compare communism to a disease,
with certain cures and preventions. So far
our government has applied some cures but
it must put into use some of the preventions
before we may be sure of wiping the disease
out completely. ,

Harcourt Brace and Company
Price $3.00
Reviewed by Rafique Saigol
The dust jacket of Mr. Morton's third and latest book describes the story as "a novel of
love, youth and the city.". It covers
exhaustively the first five postgraduation days of Iris Leavis, a
complex product of the ever-hurrying throat-cutting modern era,
her ever-screaming ever-in-turmoil Bronx-Jewish home, and the
never-thought-about-twice Hunter
College of the City pf New York.
Although, avowedly, the events
narrated are about these five hectic, confused days, the story, skillfully delving into her deepest and
most intimate thoughts, reveals
all of Iris' twenty-two years of
sweet innocence—at least those of
greatest import to the author and,
supposedly, to the reader. Yet it
is by no means a mere biography;
instead, the most recent attempt
by a Viennese, writing in his
adopted language, to explain the
enigma that is today's youth.
Throughout, the book gives
the impression that the author
is writing as the ideas come to
him, for there is a profound
fluidity of thought that is a
pleasant relief from the product
of both the perfectionists, as
well as photographic four-letter-word novelists of our time.
However, there can be and are
serious drawbacks to such candid expressiveness.
First, one requires an understanding of a deeper insight into
the author's mind to be able to
keep track of what he intends to
say and not what he is actually,
in reality, saying;
Secondly, such loose construction leaves the plot as the only encasement within which the story
survives, without rules of chronology of theme, and oftentimes
this lone fence proves insufficient
to the amateur reader, who, losing
the theme, desperately thrashes
around in some pretty thick chaotic and anarchic thinking.
However, giving credit where
credit is due, one is constantly
amazedat Mr. Morton's dextrous ability to write in a language he has barely known. The
dialogue contains all the terms
peculair to the present-day
American generation's conversation. Nevertheless, no matter
how hard Mr. Morton attempts
to wholly style his work American, his years in Soho bakeries
reveal themselves, perhaps unintentionally, in words such as:
jolly, bloke, chaps, all that rot,
(and Cockney fashion) soih for
say, and Oi dount mind if Oi do.
Ambitious, full of dreams of
greatness, Iris skips her graduation ceremony and accepts a fomer
one-that-made-good, fellow-student's invitaion to meet the proper
connections and land a based-onsuccess, money-making job. The
connection is a balding Saratoga
sot, who considers himself above
convention and therefore above reproach, who drives a Lincoln that
badly needs overhauling, who
laughs and ma»es fun of New
York cops, and who demands return-favors paya'ble in his bachelor quarters.
Iris, being the "miserable virgin" that she is, is frightened and
flees to the comparative safety

and confusion of her home, a confusion greatly accentuated by a
baby-like "dashing" brother—the
veritable genius of the family with
a Cornell scholarship in his pocket,
Mister.
The following day she goes
out with a hail-ill-met-at-a-college-dance character, straight
out of "A Streetcar Named Desire," a psuedo-Stanley Kowayski, finds his brute force attractive, deeming it a necessary
counterpoint of her own indecision and self - faithlessness,
and with her brother accompanies him on a week-end to
Yonker. There, amid other familiarities and highly successful
attempts at visualizing 'Egon' as
her Prince in Shining Armor as
well as because time is runninjr
out on the author), she yields
for the first time all of herself—
body, soul, everything — and
thereupon immediately acquires
mature womanhood, with all its
wisdom, understanding and intuition.
It is difficult to find any point
to the story, if one is looking
for any. There is simply and absolutely no moral to it; merely a
flimsy portrayal of a girl trying
desperately to lose her maidenhead because it stands in her way.
The surprise is that she hasn't lost
it earlier, for Mr. Morton not only
makes her beautiful, desirable,
and queen of her campus, but intelligent too—she is the editor of
her college newspaper and a Junior
Phi Beta Kappa, to boot.
Her attempts at employmenthunting through extraordinary
about them; they have been
lauded over by practically every
author in the country, and what is
more here they even fail to reach
the stage of authenticity. The
fact that Iris' parents, Maw and
Paw, are from the old dountry,
Poland, indicates some kind of
nostalgic indulgence on the author's part, but that is still no excuse for the unpleasantscenes of
her home-life. The violence is
unnatural and revoltingly distasteful.
Mr. Morton's other creations are
Iris' brother, known entirely as
Mister. He was "big, overgrown,
helpless, young and ravaged. Of
course it was only a pose. A

crazy complicated satire whld
wept at itself and laughed at i1
weeping." And Maggie, Iris' coi
lege girl-friend, always laughinj
even when Iris tried to impres
her with serious philosophica
thoughts; and Murdock, Maggie'
boy-friend -whose touch left K
mark on Maggie for hours lata
but who wouldn't propose mai
riage, something both had beewishing for years, now. And Al
vin Zucker, Iris' college beai
wanting to be subjected by he
wrath, desirous of being bossei"
but afraid to sleep with her an '
cure her of her miserable vir
ginity.
In retrospect, lt seems a little
unenthusiastic not to invent a
purpose to the novel, even if
there isn't one. And so, with a
slight stretch of imagination,
let things be where there aren't
any: there Is nothing more deploring than to be accused of
stealing candy from a helpless
' crying baby. Perhaps "Asphalt
and Desire" is intended to justify a girl's dream-world, to <
picture a creature of circumstance tossed from crag to crag
by brutal waves of surging life,
and therefore in defense, Mr.
Morton, profusely apologizing,
presents his case of how Illusion
provides the necessary armor
behind which life can survive.
Too late, he realizes that Illusion is an armor, but one is always pierced, and In the most
mortal spots.
The true heroine of the booS
if there is one, is the City. Neu .
York itself. Always in the backt
ground, never coming to the for
and never very obvious, she as
serts her influence and unceasabli,
exercises the dominant will of he(
tall sky-scrapers, her extensivt
subway system, her teeming mil
lions, and her asphalt pavements
She molds the players in thi,
drama to what she wills then)
and what they are. She decide;
and controls their destinies, gov
ems their every action, provide;
the motives, and instigates the d» ■
sires. The players are but piece*
in a game, a great game, and Hei
masterhand moves them.
If at all, to New York is tht
tribute paid, at her altar is sac.
rificed the asphalt and desire.

Clemson Men In Service
Eighteen Clemson men attended
a supper meeting at the Fort Lee
Officer's Open Mess, Fort Lee,
Virginia, February 1.
Those attending the meeting
were: Col. C. F. Smith, '22; Lt. Col.
R. L. Harlee, '38; Maj. E. M. Cronin, a former Quartermaster instructor at Clemson; Capt. C. A.
James, '43; and Lt. D. C. Mclntyre, '49.
Also, Lt. D. A. Barfield, '49; Lt.
W. C. Hood, '50; Lt. D. E. Jones,
'50; Lt. O. L. Hardee, '51; Lt. J.
G. Harper, '51; Lt. W. N. Barnett, '51; Lt. M. H. Wall, '51; and
Lt. G. H. Liebrenrood, '51.
Also, Lt. R. B. Graham, '51; Lt.
F. A. Jarrett, '51; Lt. S. R. Horton,
'51; Lt. J. F. Pittman, '51; and Lt.
A. W. Saunders, '51.
All Clemson men to be stationed
in the Fort Lee area are urged to
contact Col. C. F. Smith, phone

Fort Lee extension eight, upoj
arrival.
2nd Lt. Eugene Currin Carter,
'50, is at Keesler Air Force Base,
Biloxi, Mississippi, attending .
school for the study of electronics
2nd Lt. John E. Bell, '49, i/
now stationed in Trieste.
2nd Lt. Shelley L. Caulder, Ar.
mored Cavalry, was flown from
Greenville to Memphis, Tennessee
on Tuesday by Capt. W« M
Beaven. Lt Caulder is enroute to
Korea. He was ordered to activj
duty in August, 1951. He will receive 90 days combat training in
Japan. Lt. Caulder is a June
1951, graduate.
(Contributions to this column
which will give the locations ot
Clemson graduates serving in th»
Armed Forces, may be sent to Thi
Tiger, Box 269, Clemson, S. C.)
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Alpha Phi Omega Will
Hold Open Meeting
Radio Club Is
In Need Of
New Members

The first movie sponsored by the Clemson Cinema Guild will be shown Sunday in the Chemistry
Lecture Room, which is shown above. (Staff photo by Jack Trimmier.)

1300 College Graduates
Receiving Naval Training
Cash Prizes To
Be Awarded In
3rd Math Contest
A new problem in the series of
mathematical prize contests was
announced today by the sponsors.
The contest is open to freshmen
and sophomores only. All undergraduates will be eligible for later
contests.
Ten dollars will be paid for the
best all round solution, and five
dollars for the solution judged
second best.
Solution should be mailed, together with contestant's name,
address, and class, to Eugene
Park, Box 1212, Clemson, on or
before Tuesday, March 4, 1952.
The problem is as follows:
Along a straight road a farmer
had planned to fence off two
equal adjacent square plots of a
certain area. He found that the
available frontage was two (2)
feet short. However, by using two
(2) more feet of fencing he was
able to fence in two unequal plots
of the desired total area. What
were the sides of the plots?

Letters

To Tom
Clemson, S. C.
February 18, 1952
Dear Tom,
There's gold in them tfian beans!
Of course it isn't exactly gold, but
I do know that there is some copper in them. Do you remember
that night last week when we had
that delicious (?) vegetable? It
was only last Thursday night that
I made this amazing discovery.
While I was eating my boiled
beans I found a nice new dirty
penny in them. That's right, a
penny! I have found hairs, pebbles, and mud in beans before,
but never before have I found
money.
Now, Tom, I'm not one to gripe
about classes, formations, busts
(The kind you get kicked out of
school for, I mean.), and the like,
but this has gone a bit too far.
Such a condition, if repeated a few
times, might actually cause the
troops to eat their beans in a
wild search for money. I don't
want this bit of information to
get out because if every cadet
ate a spoonful of beans—well, you
have an imagination.
Don't misunderstand! The food
In the mess hall is usually good.
No one can possibly satisfy everyone, but the mess hall cooks come
very close to doing just that. I
just want it to be known that I
am enclosing that penny in this
letter, and if that mess hall attendant who lost it wants it back
again, he is perfectly welcome to
it!
Sincerely yours,
Charles D. Hendrix
(Class of '55)

Newport, R. I.—Thirteen hundred college graduates alert for a
good use for their special training and abilities are going through
an intensive Navy officers training program at Newport, R. I. this
winter.
Opened here last June wth an
original enrollment of 300, the • John W. Mauldin, aviation maNavy's only Officer Candidate chinist's mate, second class, USN,
School is already turning out more son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph F.
officers than the Naval Academy Mauldin of Clemson, has reported
and all the NROTC's combined. for duty at the Naval Auxiliary
Still expanding, the enrollment Air Station, Kingsville, Texas,
home of Naval air jet training.
will reach 2100 by October.
Prior to reporting to Kingsville
Two courses of instruction are
offered at the school. One, for for duty wit hthe Master-at-Arms,
graduates with higher training which is the Navy's police force,
in electronics, economics, archi- Mauldin served with the Fleet Airtecture, and the various fields of born Electronics Training Unit,
engineering, takes only two Naval Air Station, San Diego,
months to indoctrinate students Calif. While with that unit he
for commissions as specialists. saw duty in the Korean area.
Before entering the Navy in
After graduation, the new officers fan out to bases all over 1947, Mauldin was graduated from
the country for at least two Clemson High School.
more month's additional training in their specialities.
The great majority of officer Syracuse Coeds Say
candidates, however, train four
months for commissions as ensigns Men Have Lost
in the "general line", receiving instruction in all the basic sea-go- Their Masculinity
ing skills: navigation, seamanship,
Here's a challenging letter writgunnery, communications, marine
engineering and damage control. ten to the Syracuse Daily Orange
Nearly all the graduates of the from a couple of coeds at Syralonger course are given sea duty, cuse University.
Dear Editor: Before entering
assignments following graduation
college we had great expectations
and a ten day leave.
To date, the school has been concerning the college man. Needable to grant over 90 per cent of less to say we were gravely disthe general line officers, duty appointed.
. . . What has happened to the
aboard the type ship of their
choice. So far, destroyers have rugged, outdoor man? He is no
been by far the most popular se- longer rugged. He eats soft food,
lection.
sleeps too much, and considers the
Studies are heavy at the Officer slightest physical exertion too
Candidate School, but in spite of much for him. He is never outthe pressure of academics and a doors, his social life being centerstrict system of discipline, students ed around the parlor.
generally agree that the school
An energetic game of chess or
presents no obstacles beyond the a snappy bull session is all the exability of today's college graduate. ercise he gets.. . . One glance at
A firm grasp of the fundamen- his apparel would make you doubt
tals of mathematics is helpful at whether he is even a man.
the Newport school, but an easy
Masculine individuality has befamiliarity with higher mathe- come a mirage.
It seems that
matics is far from necessary. Only everything he does is inspired by
recently, as a matter of fact, the the group to which he belongs. His
Navy abandoned a policy requir- aim in life are determined by what
ing high school or college trigo- others have decided to be worthnometry courses of all applicants. while goals. He no longer has
While undergoing training, all the power to think and decide for
officer candidates are in an en- himself.
As an example, when he is on
listed status. Those coming
straight from civilian life, as a date, the girl must be prepared
two-thirds of them do, receive to decide what movie they will
the rate OCSR (Officer Candi- see, what they will do afterwards,
and she- must even plan to spend
date, Seaman Recruit).
Students seem agreed that a the evening entertaining the man,
highlight of the OCS curriculum who has lost the power to take an
is the weekly liberty, granted from active part in conversation.
. . . Obviously something has to
noon Saturday until 7:00 p. m.
Sunday. Nearly the entire roster be done. Here is a challange to
of candidates breaks away at this the men of Syracuse University.
time to flood 'the small, historic A few months ago you denounced
city of Newport, and nearby Prov- us girls for wearing slacks and
idence, or to board trains for Bos- jeans, etc. We would be only too
glad to give them back, to you, if
ton and New York.
College students may apply for you'd begin to earn your pants.
the Officer Candidate School anytime within six months prior to
Drake's will set the pace in
graduation. Applications may be
made to, or detailed information
—STYLE
on the school received from, any
—QUALITY
Navy Recruiting Station or Office of Naval Officer Procurement.
—REASONABLE PRICES
Featuring "McGregor" among
our many famous name brands
EAT AT
of merchandise.

John Mauldin
Serving With
Navy In Texas

Sam's Luncheonette
116 North Main Street
ANDERSON, S. C.

The president of the Clemson
Amateur Radio Club, E. F. James,
announced recently that the club
is in great need of new members.
He added that the organization,
which meets every Monday night
at 6:30 p. m. in the basement of
Sixth barracks, is open to any
student who is genuinely interested in radio.
The club's activities are not restricted to the meetings as they
are constantly on the air trying
to make contact with various
wide-spread points. Some of its
members have mac\e radio contact with other amateur operators
in places as far away as California.
At the weekly meeting members take part in discussions about
the technical aspects . of radio,
study the radio code, and in general prepare themselves .for the
time when they will receive their
radio license.
Students who recently received
their license were Donald B. Salley of Saluda and Robert E. Smith
of Landrum.

James S. Home
Is Cadet 0! Week
Cadet James S. Home has been
selected by the Commandant's Office as Cadet of the Week in recognition for his conscientious attention to duty symbolized by the
fact that he has accumulated only
twelve demerits during the past
three semesters.
Cadet Home, who is assigned
to Company A-3, is a Pre-Veterinary major from St. George, South
Carolina.

Jim Key, membership chairman
of Alpha Phi Omega, has announced that Alpha Phi Omega
will hold an open meeting in the
A. P. O. room Monday, February
25 at 8:45 p. m. for all persons interested in joining the organization.
Alpha Phi Omega is a national
service fraternity composed of
college and university men who
are or have previously been associated with the Boy Scouts. The
purpose of the organization is to
promote service, friendship, and
fellowship of the Scout Oath.
Bill Monroe, president of the
club, has asked that all old members should be present if possible. Entertainment will follow
the get-acquainted session.

New Assignments
For Cadet Corp
The Comandant's Office recently announced 125 new assignments
in the Corps of Cadets.
Cadet Major William C. Denson has been assigned as regimental public information officer.
Cadet Major Arthur L. Jones is
the regimental S-3. Assigned as
battalion executive officers are
Kenneth L. Huggnis (First Battalion) and Richard L. Shores
(Third Battalion).
Warren C. Davis, Jack D. Early,
Harry M. Lightsey, and Robert I.
Menendez have been assigned as
battalion plans and training officers, with the cadet rank of captain.
Cadet Captain George F. Stanley
is the Third Battalion adjutant.
New company executive officer assignments are: Newton J.
Covington, John H. Dowling,
Samuel S. Harrell, John C. Heustess, John H. Ingram, and Theodore W. Malphrus.
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Gags From Other College Rags
By Rembert Stokes
Joke editors should be obscene,
Marriage is like a bath—by the
Hubby: "You mean you got it
but not heard.
time you get used to it, it's not so for an absurd figure."
hot.
Tiger: "May I take you home?"
Gal: I've been out with a lot
Girl: "Sure. 'Where do you
After a broken engagement, a of Clemson men, but I haven't
live?"
young lady returned all the man's kissed one yet.
letters marked, "Fourth Class
Sal: Which one is that? When women go wrong, men go Male."
right . . . after them.
It was their first quarrel, and NATIONAL CHAMPION
There are just three types of
Chapel Hill, N. C. — J. (Papa)
the
sordid subject was money.
women: the beautiful, the intelliHall, University of Florida high
"Before
we
were
married,"
she
gent, and the majority.
cried bitterly, "you told me you jump ace, will appear in the 26th
Annual Southrrn Conference InGirl, answering telephone: "No- were well off."
door Games here March 1. He's
"I
was,"
he
snarled,
'"but
I
lie isn't in just now. This is her
the N. C. A. A. champion, Millrose
didn't
know
it."
110 pound, five-foot-three, blond,
champ and National A. A. U. tiblue-eyed sister."
Club Dormite: "Hey you guys, tleholder.
The drunk tiptoed up the stairs, cut out the swearing—I've got a
Brotherhood is education sayshoes in hand. He patched up woman in my room."
ing: Beyond the development of
the scars of the brawl with adheWifey: ':'How do you like my skills and the acquiring of knowlsive tape, then climbed into bed,
new
gown? I got it for a ridicu- edge, we must learn the art of
smiling at the thought he'd put
living together.
lous
price."
one over on his wife.
Came the dawn. The ex-drunk
opened his eyes and there stood
his wife glaring at him.
"Why, what's the matter, dear?"
108 N. Main Street
"You were drunk last night."
COMPLETE
OUTFITTERS TO MEN
"Why, darling, I was nothing
of the sort."
YOUNG MEN AND STUDENTS
"Well, if you weren't, who put Greenville
South Carolina
the adhesive tape all over the
bathroom mirror?"

STONE BROTHERS

"Those sausage you sent me
were meat at one end and corn
meal at the other."
"Yes, ma'am. In these hard
times it's hard to make both ends
meat."

Now Open!
SEE OUR COMPLETE LINE

The bandage - covered patient
dazedly to his visiting pal:
dazely to his visiting pal:
"Wha-what happened?"
"You absorbed one too many
last night, and then you made a
bet that you could jump out the
window and fly around the
block."
"Why," screamed the beat-up
citizen, "didn't you stop me?"
"Stop you, hell—I had $25 on
you."

OF SHOES
• Button down sport shirts
• High styled slacks
• Popular prices

ESQUIRE

CLEMSON MEN

Shop For Men

ALWAYS WELCOME
—at—

COLLEGE GRILL

Clemson

Anderson, S. C.

and

Greenville

lfr&BwiWW¥aftB^>wWg^'*SH>>iK<iw

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests
that he is really scraping the the best seller, "How to Win
bottom of the barrel this week.
Friends and Influence People."
—OSCAR SAYS—

No. 35..

—OSCAR SAYS—

President of the Student Body
that he (Branham) ought to get
Lightsey had his picturs in Sun- down to earth and be with the
days State for the State Student other boys.
—OSCAR SAYS—
Government Association.
that he (oscar) wonders why the
OSCAR SAYS
that he (oscar) thinks that it is business has picked up down at
nice to have a state organization, Kluttz's. Could be the new waitbut how about doing something ress.
for the plain old cadet on campvs,
Harry.
—OSCAR SAYS—

that while we are on it, what
ever happened to the student loan
bank that we heard about last
year? Get on it, Eskew, or else!
—OSCAR 8AYS-

that he (oscar) reads something
in his (oscar's) column nearly
every week that he has never seen
before. Want your hair clipped
again, Tony? Let Burley do it.

LARGEMOUTH

DAVENPORT'S
Clemson men are always
welcome at one of the
South's finest university
shops.

—OSCAR SAYS—

What do your initials, "C. S.",
stand for First Sgt. Simpson? I
wonder if it's what I've heard
from your "Boys."

Come in to shop or
just to look around.

—OSCAR SAYS—

that he (oscar) thinks that senior privileges are a thing of the
past.
—OSCAR 'SAYS —

that if he" (oscar) were to give
a birthday present to Mac BranHam, he (oscar) would give him

DAVENPORT'S
207 N. Main Street
GREENVILLE

Llways a sucker for attractive bait, our aquatic
brother went off the deep end and got caught
on the quick-trick cigarette hook! But he wormed
his way out when he suddenly realized that
cigarette mildness can't be tossed off reei lightly.
Millions of smokers have found, too, there's only
sS

DRAKE'S

one true test of cigarette mildness.
It's the sensible test—the 30-Day Camel

Next to
Center Theater
GREENVILLE. S. C.

Mildness Test, which simply asks you to try
Camels as your steady smoke on a day-after-day,
pack-after-pack basis. No snap judgments!

THE HOUSE
OF
BLUE LIGHTS

HEYWARD MAHON CO.
—Greenville—

Now Private Club
Membership $2.00 Per Year
—Dance Friday and Saturday
nights with best colored orchestra in land. Clemson -tudents
specially invited.

QUALITY CLOTHING FOR

Below Fairgrounds

Clemson Headquarters in Greenville

ANDERSON, S. C.

YOUNG MEN

Once you've tried Camels for 30 days in your

Come in today and kffa ffi?EB(
get vour copy... //U *9\T^Q

"T-Zone" (T for Throat, T for Taste),
you'll see why...

After all the Mildness Tests...

CLEMSON BOOK STORE
Phone 6541

Clemson, S. C.
Official Engineering Supplies

Camel leads all other brands bybiff ions

For All Courses
!«;&■
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Clemson Flies To West Virginia For Two Tilts
Tankmen Win One And Lose Two

By Harold Owen
TIGERS IN CONFERENCE TOURNEY
Last Tuesday night's victory over Wake Forest vaulted
the Tigers into the Southern Conference Tournament with
10 wins and two losses. With only three more games left to
play the worse that the Tigers could do would be finish the
season with a 10-5 record.
The game could easily be called the most exciting one
played here this season. It was easily one of the hardest
fought.
The Tigers fought back from a nine point deficit at
one stage of the game. It was probably the best example
this season of the Tigers' ability to come from behind,
which is a mark of a great team.
Wake Forest sent the Tigers in an overtime for the
first time this season. This only added to the excitement
of the game as well as increasing the heartbeats of the cheering spectators.
f
It is becoming increasingly more difficult to pick out
one, two or even three individual Tiger stars in each titlt.
This fact in itself is the chief reason for the success of the
Tigers.
Joe Murray's ball handling and drive shots, John Snee's
13456 shots, Ron Richardson's tip ins, Tom McCullough's floor
shots, Marvin Robinson's defensive play, John McGraw's hook
shots, all add to the wins on the Tigers' record and cannot be
overlooked.

CONFERENCE TOURNAMENT OUTLOOK
With the Tigers definitely in the tournament, there arises
the question as to who will win the post season affair.
West Virginia is now riding atop the conference and
should be the tourney favorite, but the tournament will be
played in Raleigh, the home of North Carolina State where
the Wolfpack has lost only once in 47 games to Southern Conference rivals.
But Duke, which is currently the hottest team in the
league, is being picked in some circles to walk off with
the conference crown. The winner of this tournament
will be the conference's representative in the N. C. A. A.
Basketball Tournament which will be held March 21.
If the Tigers can gain a split with West Virginia this
weekend, they should present a formidable, threat in the
three-day dribble derby.
NEEDED: INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL ALL-STAR TEAM
i

After watching an intramural basketball game the other
night and noting the enthusiasm and fine play of the players,
we, would like to offer a suggestion.
An intramural all-star basketball team which could
be picked very easily would, we believe, add more interest and enthusiasm in intramural basketball as well as
give a little credit to deserving players.
The team captains and referees could act as the nominating committee with each presenting a list of five or ten players whom he thinks is the best in the intramural loop.
ODDS AND ENDS
Charley Gage, the Tiger forward, is sick at his home
here with flu. Charley was confined to bed last Monday and
it is doubtful whether he will be able to take the West Virginia trip this weekend . . . The Harlem Globe Trotters will
be here March 20. The Globe Trotters are a nationally famous professional basketball team. Tickets will cost $2.00.
FRANCIS H. M. NEW
P. O. BOX 1083

The Tankmen of Clemson outswam the South Carolina "Fish"
February 13 to the tune of 45-39.
White of Clemson turned in the
best performance of the meet in
winning the 100 and 200 yard
freestyle and anchor man on the
400 yard relay to bring Clemson
from behind 39-38 deflict.
SUMMARY:
Medley Relay: USC, "Winder,
Van Horn, and Crepeau. (3:26)
220 freestyle: White, (C), Hale,
(USC). (2:34)
50 Dash: Bee, (C), Sedberry,
(C), Ranson, (USC). (:25.6)
150 Medlay: Winder, (USC),
Monroe, (C), Johnson, (USC),
(2:21)
Diving: Clements, (USC), Kirkpatrick, (C), Sims, (C)
100 freestyle: White, (C), Bee,
(C), Crepeau, (USC). (:58.8)
200 Backstroke: Winder, (USC),
Taylor, (C), Darnell, (C). (2:39)
200 Breaststroke: Van Horn
(USC), Monroe (C), Atkinson
(C). (2:53)
440 Freestyle: Hale USC), Smith
(USC), Platt (C). (5:41)
400 Relay: Cleveland, Kfrsch,
Hawes, Bee, White.
The Clemson Aquamen had an
unsuccessful trip'to the Tar Heel
state last Friday and Saturday by
loosing to Davidson 57-27, and to
North Carolina State 55-29.
Summaries:
CLEMSON-DAVIDSON
Medley Relay: Davidson, Bryan,
Montgomery, and Golding. (3:22)
220 Freestyle: White (C), Cole
(D), and Kirsch (C).
50 Dash: Miree (D), Bee (C),
Taylor (D).
150 Relay: Ormond (D), Monroe (C), Yrick (D).
Diving: Kirkpatrick (C), Sims
(C), Hull (D).
100 Freestyle: Patten (D), White
(C), Bee (C).
200 Backstroke: Bryan (D), Ormond (D), Taylor (C).
200 Breaststroke: Crone (D),
Montgomery (D), Monroe (C).
440 Freestyle: Cole (D), Ormond
(D), Platt (C).
400 Relay: Davidson: Miree,
Golding, Taylor, and Patten.
CLEMSON-NORTH CAROLINA
STATE
Medley Relay: N. C. S.: Dunlap,
Manson, Nause.
220 Freestyle: Tweed (NCS),
Kirsch (C), Platt (C).
50 dash: Sonia (NCS), Kost
(NCS), Bee (C).
150 Medley: Hall (NCS), Monroe (C), Stainback (NCS).
Diving: Stenberg (NCS), Duke
(NCS), Sims (C).
100 Freestyle: Sonia (NCS), Bee
(C), Kirsch (C).
200 Backstroke: Martin (NCS),
Taylor (C), Sweet (NCS).
200 Breaststrake: Deyton (NCS),
Monroe (C), Atkinson (C).
440 Freestyle: Mattson (NCS),
Platt (C), Kirkpatrick (C).
400 Relay: Clecson: Kirsch, Bee,
Sedberry, and Hawes.

Tigs Need to Win Both Games to Win
Southern Conference For First Time

Tigers Help Hold
Spot In Slate Race Air Force Rifle
With Furman Second Team Loses To

Clemson is an almost sure bet
for the top place in the state. With
a record of 16 victories over 4
loses, Clemson holds the highest
place in the state at the present
time.
Wofford has the "Little Exmr"
title sewed up, but the "Big Four"
title will have to wait until February 28 when Clemson meets
South Carolina at Clemson.
This week Thursday is open.
Friday: The Citadel at East Carolina; Clemson at West Virginia.
Saturday: Clemson at West Virginia; South Carolina at Duke;
The Citadel at George Washington.
Standings:
W L Pet.
Teams

Marvin Robinson is shown above driving in for a lay-up in Clemson's overtime win over Wake Forest last Tuesday night. Looking on are Clemson's Ron Richardson and Deac's Dickie Hemric
(24). George (15) and Liptas (33) are trying to guard Robinson. (Staff photo by Jack Trimmler.)

Intramural Tourney College Enrollment
Starts Monday; Red Now Leveling Off
The Daily Kansan, University of
recently published some
Cross Course Given Kansas,
figures which may be considered

This is the last week of Intramural basketball play. The tournament begins Monday, February
25, with the top sixteen teams in
the league participating in an
elimination affair.
The top teams that are assured
of a place in the tournament are
as follows: Block C, Staff, D-4, B4, C-4, A-4, B-3, C-2, and B-2.
The other seven positions will be
filled after this week's play. Competition has been interesting since
the first of the season and this
should be one of our best Intramural tournaments.
Also beginning next Monday is
the preliminary instruction for the
Instructors Course in Red Cross
life saving. Mr. Fred O. Myers,
field representative for the Red
Cross, will be here to give the Instructors Course March 3-8. All
students who want to take the
course MUST have the preliminary instruction. If interested
you may sign up at the YMCA
office or leave your name with
Mr. Cooper.
The list for those who wish to
enter the basketball free throw
contest is at the "Y" desk, and you
may sign up for it not later than
Tuesday, February 26. Preliminaries require 25 out of 50 free
ON LOOP TEAM
Chapel Hill, N. C. — Chalmers throws made in order to qualify
Port, University of North Carolina for the finals. Varsity and Freshpitcher, was selected on the 1951 men basketball players are not
eligible for this contest.
All-Conference baseball team.
DOUBLING UP
Chapel Hill, N. C—The University of North Carolina baseball
team will have several Tar Heel
football players in the lineup this
spring. Included are Chal Port,
Dick Wiess and Tom Stevens.

WHEN IN ANDERSON

LAST SWIM MEET
Chapel Hill, N. C—The University of North Carolina swimming
team will wind up its 1952 swoimming slate here March 4 against
Miami's Hurricane.

Owned and operated by Larry

fairly typical of the enrollment
history of American universities.
University of Kansas got started in 1866, with 55 students. It
hit 5,000 in 1934, then slumped to
about 3,700 during the war. The
post-war boom skyrocketed the
enrollment to almost 11,000.
Now there is a new slump; the
figure is back to 6,000. Other universities are in similar shape. At
the University of Virginia, 527
men have dropped out for second
semester. That means a financial
loss of about $100,000.

Clemson
— . _ 16
Furman
. — . _ 17
.._ 17
Presbyterian
_ 14
Wofford
South Carolina — _ 14
_ 6
Charleston
_ 8
Erskine
'.
_ 9
The Citadel
Newberry
— _. 5
Big Four
_ 4
Clemson
.
-... 4
Furman
„.
_ 3
South Carolina
0
The Citadel

4 .800
5 .773
7 .708
6 .700
7 .667
8 .428
13 .381
16 .360
15 .250
1
2
2
6

.800
.667
.600
.000

Two Papers Merge
At Smith College
For the past five years an unusual newspaper situation has existed at Smith College, Mass. Two
papers, the Current and the Scan,
weekly compete with each other
for circulation and news beats.
Last week on the Current's
fifth anniversary, a merger of the
two papers was announced. According to the college treasurer,
there just wasn't room enough on
campus for both papers. It was
not "financially feasible."
Said the Current, "Perhaps if
the student body, the alumnae,
the friends of the college believe
as we do, that' two papers are a
unique and vital contribution . . .
something may yet be done . . .
We have tried our best to serve
Smith College."

Georgia In Match
Major Boddie and' M-Sgt. Simmons of the University of Georgia
Air Force ROTC Sta-" brought a
sharp shooting team here last
Friday that outclassed the Clemson team by a score of 1769-1721.
A return match has been scheduled at Athens on February 29.
High men for the match were
Smith, Day, and Gray all of Georgia to take the. first three places.
Jones was the leading scorer for
Clemson musketmen with 355
points.
The 14th Air Force area Competition was also finished Friday
and the scores should be in within the next two weeks. Box
scoring of the Clemson-Georgia
match:
CLEMSON:
Jones—355
Leysath—352
Moore—350
Goodlett—333
Gregg—331
Malphrus—330
Craig—329
Lidke—311
GEORGIA
Smith—375
Day—368
Gray—362
Horton—347
Mancil—337
Morgan—335
Morrison—302
UNDEFEATED SWIMERS
Chapel Hill, N. C—The University of North Carolina swimming
team has run its string of consecutive victories over Southern
Conference opponents to, 54. The
Tar Heels have completed their
swimming slate in conference
meets.

Clemson's tournament bourn
basketball squad will leave Green<
ville Friday morning by plane t«
journey to Morganton, West Virginia for a two night stand witl
the strong and leading Southen
Conference team, West Virginia.
The Tigers' victory over tbj
Wake Forest Deacons Tuesdaj '
night clinched the tournament,
berth for the Clemson squad at
they now have a conference stand
ing of 10 wins against 2 losses
The West Virginia Mountaineer
now lead the conference with
12-1 record.
Clemson -will leave from tbj
Greenville air port at 8:30 Fridaj ,
morning and will not arrive ii
Morganton until 1:20 Friday at
ternoon. The squad will leay
West Virginia Sunday afternock
at 1:30 and will arrive in Green
ville that night at 9:30.
The Mountaineers squad will b(
led by the nation's number. on(
scorer, Mark Workman. In gams
played thus far this season, "Mart
velous" Mark has piled up ehougl
points to give him a 25.9 aven
age per game.
Clemson will be relying on theS
starting five which will probabl;
be composed of Robinson, McCol
lough, Richardson, Moorer,. ant
Snee with McGraw, Hicks, an< .
Murray adding their usual capa
ble assistance.
1"

Specializing in
HOT DOGS
AND HAMBURGERS
Open 'Til 1:00 A. M. -

HOKE SLOAN
Tennis Rackets, Tennis Balls, Tennis Shorts, Tennis Shoes,
Caps ... Athletic Hose and Supporters
Plastic Clothes Bags

SCHOOL OF BALLET
Classes in Ballet
TOE

TAP

ACROBATIC

BALLROOM DANCING

New classes begin Sat., March 1. See Mrs. P. R. Hamlin—7 Seneca
Highway, Sunday, Feb. 24, 1-5 p. m., or call 6498 Monday through
Friday 2-5 p. m. Member of American Dance Masters.

SKELTON SERVICE STATION
Let Us Service Your Car for Those Week-end Trips Home.
GULF PRODUCTS

Be Hapby-GO LUCKY!

STOP iT

DO-NUT
DINETTE
North Main Street
Stanley, former Clemson man.
DO-NUTS

SANDWICHES

Open Until 2 A. M.

J. Panl Sheedy* Switched to Wildroot Cream-Oil
Because He Flunked The Finger-Nail Test

GREENVILLE, S. C.

LUOCIES TASTE BETTER!

Representing

The difference between "just smoking" and
really enjoying your smoke is the taste of a
cigarette. You can taste the difference in the
smoother, mellower, more enjoyable taste of a
Lucky ... for two important reasons. First,
L.S./M.F.T.—Lucky Strike means fine tobacco„
... fine, mild tobacco that tastes better. Second,
Luckies are made to taste better... proved bestmade of all five principal brands. So reach for a
Lucky. Enjoy the cigarette that tastes better!,
',Be Happy—Go Lucky! Buy a carton todayj

RIGGS & LOMBARD, Inc.
Textile Machinery

Bill fir Hattie's Drive-In Restaurant
SHORT ORDERS
SANDWICHES
.. . Open 24 Hours ...
2 1-2 Miles Out of Clemson on Seneca Highway

Attention Cadets
THIS SPECIAL IS FOR YOU!
—AT—

MODERN ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
One Block Below the Bank.
FOR THREE WEEKS ONLY—FEB. lSth—MAR. 8th
PANCO SOLES—$1.65 AND ONE SHINE
RAG FREE FOR EVERY HALF-SOLE AND HEEL JOB
AIX WORK GUARANTEED

fOO« PAUl was hiving a fowl time. Even his best gal didn't
give a hoot for him. "Wise she hate me so?" he asked his
roommate. "Simple, you stuffy old bird—because your hair's
always ruffled up! Better try Wildroot Cream-Oil hair tonic. It's
non-alcoholic. Contains soothing Lanolin. And does tree things:
Relieves annoying dryness. Removes loose, ugly dandruff.
Grooms hair neatly and naturally all day long. (Even limb-ers
up your scalp. And helps you pass the Finger-Nail Nest-er,
Test!)" Paul got Wildroot Cream-Oil and now he's a 'owling
success. So why don't you take a taxi-dermist to any drug or
toilet goods counter to get a bottle or tube of Wildroot
Cream-Oil. It's your hair's best friend! And ask for it at your
barber shop. Then there's no talon how the chicks'Il go for you.
* ofl 31 So. Harris HillRd., WilliaimvMe, N. Y.
Wildroot Company, Inc., Buffalo 11, N. Y.

Mark Simpson
Tfeachers
Appalachian State

»«©»wetr©»
AMERICA'S LEADING MANUFACTURER OF CIGARETTES

LS./MF.T-lucky Strike Means Rue Tobacco
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Tigers Beat N. C. And Deacs For Tourney Berth
Snee, Richardson, and Robinson Lead
Tigers In Exciting Games Last Week
Clemson's high flying basketteers were extended into an overtime but nevertheless conquered
I a harJTf ighting Wake Forest crew,
85-84, here last Tuesday night in
the Field House. The victory
-linen ed a berth for the Tigers in
he.. Southern Conference Tournament,
The. regular game ended in a
<i8l-68 tie but the Tigers outscored? the'Demons 7 to 6 to take the
win: Marvin Robinson bucketed
the Tigers last four points.
Dickie Hemric, the Deacons
■Yeshman flash, was the night's
igh scorer as he pushed through
7 points, the most points scored
•'ainst the Tigers by one man
■is "year. The Deacons' Alton
rooks' was runnerup with 29
. oints.
For the Tigers Marvin Robinson
and John Snee were high for the
' 2am with 18 points apiece. Joe
Murray followed closely with 16.
The Deacons jumped to a 28-19
lead at the end of the first quar.er'but the Tigers came fighting
oack to" come within striking distance'at the close of the half* As
the two teams left the court the
count stood, 42-40, with the Wakes
still" In the lead.
The"Tigers outscored the Dea, cons in the third period but the
visitors managed to hold onto a
one "point advantage. The lead
hanged hands frequently during
he last canto which ended in a
tie.

■ ■«

BuJL. the Tigers outfought the
Deacons in the resulting overtime
.to win the ball game.
Clemson (85) '
Player"
Robiri^pn, f
McCugough, f
Hicks,;-*
Richardson, c
McGraw, c
Moorer, g
Murray, g
Snee, g
Tgfeisr

*»*

FG FT PF TP
2
_ 8
3 18
_4
2
4 10
_ 1
2
4
5
. 5
4
3 14
. 1
1
1
3
. 1
0
2
2
4
1 16
. 6
2
. 8
2 18.
34

17

21

85

This loss gave the Tar-Heels an
8-8 conference standing.
CLEMSON:
Player, Pos.
FG FT PF TP
Robinson, f
7
1
3 15
McCollough, F
2
Hicks, f _.
1
Richardson, c
7
McGraw, c
1
Moorer, g
1
Murray, g
Snee, g :
33

Totals

11

20

77

V. N. C.
Player, Pos.
FG
Wallace, f
_ 4
Lifson, f
_ 10
Likins, c
._ 1
Schwarz, c
_ 0
Deasy, g
„ 3
Phillips, g
. .... 0
Grimaldi, g
_9

FT PF TP
4
4 12
5
1 25
1
4
3
0
3
0
1
5
7
2
0
0
4
3 22

Totals

15

27

27

69

Eight Men To
Defend Titles
InlndoorGames
CHAPEL HILL, N. C, Feb. 20
Eight individual champions are on
the lists to defend their titles in
the Conference division of the
17th annual Southern Conference
Indoor Games here March 1.
Only one, low hurdler Frank
Scott, is affiliated with the University of North Carolina team
champions. Scott, in the upcoming track carnival, also will be
entered in the 60-yard, in which
he was disqualified last year, and
the broad jump.
Four of the defending champions are members of the potent
Maryland team, which finished
third in the 1951 meet, while
two are from Duke, runnerup
last year, North Carolina State
will have one titleholder in the
competition.

Ames Wells
By Carroll Moore
Height is not everything in the
final quarter when the going is
rough and the team needs added
sparke. Ames Wells,
reserve
Tiger guard, exemplifies this perfectly.
Ames stands a mere 5'8" and
is the only man on the Clemson
basketball squad under the six
feet mark. Although short in
statue, Ames has proved that a
short man can be of great value
to any basketball team. "Wed",
as he is commonly known, has
been used sparingly this season
but in the games that he has
participated in, he has proved that
he is one that can be counted on
in the clinches.
Ames entered Clemson in September, 1949 from Dreher High
School in Columbia, S. C. He was
a stand-out on the Dreher High
baseball nine where he played
short stop.
However, basketball was
Ames' favorite sport and received most of his spare time.
"Wed" was voted on the allCity team in Columbia his junior and senior year. He was
also nominated on the second
team All-State selections of AA
schools his senior year. During
Ames' final year In high school,
he captained the Blue Devil
basketball game.
Upon entering Clemson in 1949,
Ames went out for freshman basketball and played on the best
freshman squad that Clemson has
had in many years. He moved
up on the varsity last year but did
not participate in any collegiate,
games which will make him eligible for two more seasons.
In the Tiger-Tennessee game
during the first of the season,
"Wed" went into the game in the
final quarter and scored 10 markers in the final ten minutes which
went to no avail as the Tigers
came out on the short end of a
61-52 score.
Ames proved himself a capable reserve man also in the second Clemson-Davidson game this
season when he entered the game
with only three minutes remaining
and Davidson leading 68-64. Ames
immediately began to work as an
experienced and regular player,
working the ball around and setting up the offense. With two
minutes remaining, Ames took a
se.t shot from the corner which
was true to it's mark. This started

The Maryland champions are
Al Buehler, 880; Tyson Creamer,
mije; Jack Unterkofler, shot put;
ana Bill Barnham, high jump.
Barnham was tied in his event by
teammate Dick Lentz and Duke's
Francis Nichols of Duke, neither
of whom will be around this year.
Seeking to repeat first place
wins for Duke's Blue Devils will
be John Tate in the 400 and Henry
Poss in the broad jujmp. State's
Totals
32 20 29 84
two-mile champion, Clyde GarFree throws missed: Clemson rison, may be used in the mile or
—Robinson, McCullough 3, Hicks other distance events, rather than IN HIGH SCHOOL
2, Richardson 2, McGraw 2, Mur- the longest haul.
Chapel Hill, N. C—Charlie Rice,
All of the titleholders are ex- former University of North Carray, Snee 2. Wake Forest—George,
pected to get rugged competition olina tennis star, is teaching in
Lipstas 3, Hemric 3, Lyles.
in this years meet with numerous the Norfolk, Va. school system
Halftime score: Wake Forest point placers back to challenge
now.
42, Clemson 40.
again and legions of talented newcomers.
Clemson moved closer to Southlast year, will be one of the 60
More than 500 competed in
yard dash favorites, and Joel
ern Conference Tournament berth
the four divisions — conference,
Shankle, Blue Devil freshman
here Saturday night as they scored
non-conference, freshman and
ace, is an outstanding hurdler.
their ninth conference win of the
scholastic—in the. 1951 games.
Distance runners Bob Marshall
'season by beating the University
Director R. A. Fetzer says indiand Tom Sanders, along with
of North Carolina Tar Heels by
cations point to another fast
shot putters Tank Lawrence
the score of 77-69. Although the
and mammoth field.
and Jack Kistler, are other high
Tigers have only four remaining
ranking Duke entries.
Maryland has been established
games and a conference record of
Some of the schools which did
9-2, they must still win one of as favorite in the conference dinot place high last year have
visions
on
the
basis
of
brilliant
their remaining games to be asperformances in other indoor formidable entries, notably Richsured of a conference bid.
events this season. The Terps mond with Walter Nelms, brilClemson fans got to see an arserved first warning by dethron- liant sprinter, and Virginia Tech
ray of sharpshooters perform like
with W. S. Johnson in the 440, H.
they had never seen before. The ing North Carolina in the confer- E. Motley in the 880, and Don Shaence outdoor meet last spring.
Tigers' John Snee was hitting with
In addition to its champions, fer in the two mile.
deadly accuracy his long set shots
Jay (Papa) Hall, Florida's naother outstanding Maryland enfrom almost every spot on the toes include Morty Cohen, who tional NCAA and AAU high jum.floor. Joe Murray gave the fans placed in both the low and high per, is among the outstanding
some real thrills with his driving 'rurdles in 1951, along with Tex non-conference entries.
hook shots which came during Carter, who has come along fast
the most convenient time. Al- in the hurdles; middle distance
though the Tigers won, the shoot- runners Phil Stroupe and Gus
SUITS, SLACKS
ing of freshman forward, Al Lif- Meier; and shot putter Pete AugsAND SHIRTS
son from North Carolina was al- burger.
most unstoppable. Lifson scored
Among the aces with the demade to your measure—
25 points to lead the scoring for fending champion Tar Heels, in
also make suits and slacks
the night.
addition to Scott, are hurdlers
from your material.
Guard Vince Grimaldi stole the Romas White, Cecil Pless and
show of fancy shooting for the Bobby Bell; middle distance runnight and leading the list of his ners, Gene Brigham and Gordon
shots was the 85 foot field goal Hamrick, point makers last year;
that Vince threw in desperation two miler Bob Barden, and shot
with, only a second remaining in putters George Verchick and Tpm
ANDERSON, S. C.
the Jirst half which hit the back- Kiggins.
Dube's Piney Field, second
board and went through the hoop
Wake Forest (84)
Player, Pos.
FG FT PF TP
Deporter, f
. _.o
2
2
5
George, f
.1
. 0
1
5
4
Lipstas, f
1
5
. 2
1
2
DeVos, f
- 1
0
Hemric, c
15
7
3 37
Brooks, g
11
4 29
7
Hartley, g
. 1
0
2
3
Lyles, g
. 2
2
4
6

Clemson Is Second
In Conference Race;
Tied With Wolf pack

Meet Your Team—

the Clemson scoring back after
a brief standstill.
Wells is continuing to improve
his two handed set shot and is
now capable of hitting from almost any spot on the floor. He
is rated among the top set
shot artists on the Clemson
squad. With Snee graduating
this coming June, Ames may be
the answer to Coach Banks McFadden's prayers for the next
basketball season.
The Ceramic Engineering major stated that his favorite pastime is playing hearts, listening to
good music and going to good
dances.
When asked about this year's
team, Ames stated that they were
a great bunch of boys as well as
a good group of players. He also
added, "if the team continues to
play the brand of ball they have
thus far this season, we should be
among the top contenders for the
Southern Conference Tournament

Something is bound to give way
this week in which one of the
tightest races for Southern Conference Basketball Tournament
berths rages.
Two teams — West Virginia's
Mountaineers and North Carolina
State's Wolfpack—have sewed up
invitations to Roleigh, N. C,
March 6, 7, and 8.
Seven other teams are in the
battle for the remaining six places.
They are Clemson (10-2), Duke
(8-3), South Carolina (8-4), Maryland (7-3), Furman (9-5), William
and Mary (9-6), and George
Washington (9-6).
Clemson is now a sure bet for
one spot on the tournament berth.
Thursday: Duke plays at Wake
Forest, Virginia Tech at Virginia,
and Maryland at Georgetown.
On Friday: Clemson at West
Virginia, The Citadel at East Carolina.
Saturday: South Carolina at
Duke, Virginia Military at Virginia Tech, Clemson at West Virginia, The Citadel at George
Washington, Davidson at Wake
Forest, William and Mary at University of Richmond and North
Carolina at North Carolina State.
Standings:
W L Pet.
West Virginia
_ _ 12 1 .923
Clemson
. _ 10 2 .833
N. C. State
. _ 10 2 .833
Duke ....
_'8 3 .727
South Carolina
_. 8 4 .667
Maryland
_ 7 3 ,700
Furman
_ 9 5 .643
William and Mary _. 8 5 .615
George Washington _ 9 6 .600
North Carolina
_ 8 8 .500
Wake Forest
_. 4 7 .363
_ 3 8 .273
Virginia Tech
Davidson
_ 3 12 .200
Wash, and Lee
.._ 2 9 .182
Univ. of Rich.
_ 1 9 .100
The Citadel
__ 1 10 .091
Virginia Military _ 1 11 .083

Snown aoove is the Tiger quint that has been winning games since the first part of January receiving instructions from Coach McFadden. Left to right are: Ron Richardson, Marvin Robinson, Coach
McFadden, Tom McCollough, John Snee, and Sonny Moorer. (Staff photo by Jack Trimmier and
courtesy of The Greenville News.)

equipped with new nets to open
the season.
Practice sessions will begin
as soon as the repairs on the
From the results of last sei
courts are complete. Any stu- son's play, the tennis ladder is
dents interested In trying out for follows:
the tennis team are requested to
1. Draper
contact Coach Hoke Sloan.
2. Asnip
The chances for a repeat of last
3. Coleman
year's successful season received
4. Seaborn
Clemson's 1952 tennis season a severe jolt when Glenn Smith
5. Trapp
will get underway March 31 when was declared ineligible. However,
6. Stokes
the Tiger netters meet Sewanee Clare Draper, captain of th team,
7. Cookson
at Clemson. Seven lettermen are will be returning to his number
8. Owen
returning to aid the Bengals' one position.
9. Watson
cause. They are Clare Draper,
10. Moxley
Bill Asnip, Bud Coleman, Bill WINNING RECORD
Trapp, Forrest Cookson, Louie
Chapel Hill, N. C—The Univer- AT WILLIAM AND MART
Seaborn, and Rembert Stokes.
sity of North Carolina basketball
Help is also expected from
team ends the season with a 3-2
Chapel Hill, N. C. _ Johni
veterans Harold Owen, Sam
edge in victories over intersrc- Clements, a football start at t!
Watson, Gene Moxley, as well tional teams. The Tar Heels have University of North Carolina tM
as several freshmen.
defeated Southern California, Co- years ago, is a member' of tl
lumbia and Temple, while drop- coaching staff at William ar
Besides the opener with Sewa- ping contests to Bradley and Il- Mary now. He coached at Whit
nee, matches have also been se- linois.
ville high school last season.
cured with South Carolina, Furman, Wofford, College of Charleston and The Citadel.
The varsity will use the same
courts as they did last year—the
CONFERENCE SWIMMING
four clay courts between the pracHeating and Air Conditioning
Chapel Hill, N. C—The South- tice football field and the baseball
ern Conference swimming champ- diamond. Work on the courts will
408 N. MAIN STREET
ANDERSON, S. C.
ionships will be held here Febbegin immediately. They will be
ruary 28-March 1.
LEADS IN ASSISTS
Chapel Hill, N. C. — Jack Wallace, University of North Carolina
forward, leads the Tar Heel cage
team in assists with 77. He averaged more than three a game.

Sporting Goods

TennisTeam
Opens Year
March 31

Tennis Ladde

BILL MARTIN HEATING CO.

HOW MANY TIMES A DAY

Hardware

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
i ANDERSON, S. C.

The Home of
Brand New Merchandise
ARROW SHIRTS
STETSON HATS
INTERWOVEN SOX - MICHAELS-STERN SUITS
JANTZEN SWEATERS

STEWART - MERITT CO.
201 North Main Street
GREENVILLE, S. C.

m

LAB

IF YOU'RE AN AVERAGE SMOKER
THE RIGHT ANSWER IS OVER 200!
Yes, 200 times every day
your nose and throat are
exposed to irritation • •.
200 GOOD REASONS WHY
YOU'RE BITTER OFF SMOKING

Richardson
Tailoring Co.

to tie the game up at 43-43. GrimaTdLwas probably the best floor
mah and offensive man that the
Tigers have met this season. He
was constantly stealing the ball
from, .the Tigers the entire game.
The North Carolina lads got off
to an early lead and were ahead
of the Tigers 26-22 at the end
of4he first quarter but the Tigers
fought back and took over the
lead and the half time ended at
43-43. Clemson came back in the
thrfST quarter with blood in their
eyes and scored 18 points while
holding UNC to a mere 10 markers. Both teams scored 16 points
in the final quarter and the game
ended in Clemson's favor 77-69.
Captain John Snee continued
to lead the Tigers offense as he
scored 20 points. Marvin Robinson and Ron Richardson tied for
second scoring honors with 15
each. Joe Murray also figured in
the Tigers scoring with 11 points.
Lifson and Vince. Grimaldi led
the Tar-Heels' scoring as they collected 25 and 22 points respectivefe. Wallace added 12.

PHILIP MORRIS!

WBsm
,. toi

J. E. S1RRINE COMPANY

0

yiA

—Engineers—
GREENVILLE

SOUTH CAROLINA

Come on down and
get that snack
before listening to

The West Virginia
game.

KLUTTZ STEAK HOUSE

UBRAKY

■

A fellow sure
gets around in

™ARROW GABANARO! ]
America's favorite sports shirt—with the
sensational Arafold collar you can wear
open or closed—Gabanaro sees you through
in style and in comfort!

§§i

Hill

"
PROVED definitely milder ... . PROVED
definitely lest irritating than any other
leading brand .,. PROVED by outstanding
nose and throat specialists.

EXTRA! ATTENTION ALL COLLEGE STUDENTS
Every Sunday Evening over CBS

THE PHILIP MORRIS PLAYHOUSE
Presents an Outstanding College Student
Featured with Famous Hollywood Stars
in the PHIUP MORRIS Intercollegiate Acting Competition

mww*
SHIRTS • TIES • SPORTS SHIRTS • UNDIRWIAR • HANDKERCHIEFS

I9L

iCcALl
FOR

PHIUP MORRIS
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THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"

February 21,1952

C. L. Hunley Is Named
Manager Of Belk Store
New York Times
Says Students Lack
Geography Knowledge

Bonorary cadet colonel, Miss Sue Holden, and Col. John James pass through the arch of steel at
last year's Military Ball. Military Ball this year will be held March 21-22. (Staff photo by Jack
Trimmier.)

Questions and Answers
Regarding Income Taxes
Editor's Note: Whether or not yon
ean find anything humorous in paying yonr income tax, you will want to
test yourself with this tax quiz. It is
based on material furnished by the American Institute of Accountants, the national professional society of certified
public accountants—which claims that
although taxes are a serious subject,
sometimes a light approach helps people learn more about how they may
save money with Uncle Sam's blessings.

1. Is Your Mother-in-law Worth
$600?
Your mother-in-law moved in
with you on January 1, 1951.
She is dependent on you for everything except conversation. However, she has a small pension of
S599 a year, which she keeps for
herself. Can you list her as a
dependent on your tax return?
Yes.
No.
It all depends.
Answer. It all depends. If the
$599 pension is all the income she
has—and you spend more than
that in taking care of her—then
she is a dependent. That means
she is a $600 exemption on your
return.
The rule about dependents is
simple. You may take a $600 dependency exemption for anyone
closely related to you by blood
or marriage, provided that you
contribute more than half his upkeep and his total taxable income is less than $600 for the
year. Any dependency exemptions, of course, are in addition to
the personal exemption of $600
you take for yourself.
2. Sawing a Married Couple In
Half.
Although you married your wife
because you thought she had a
legacy, it turns out that she has
no income of her own. In fact,
because she spends most of your
pay check, she really has less
than no income. Can the two of
you split your income on a joint
tax return?
Yes.
No.
Perhaps
Only Houdini could do it.
Answer. Yes, you can — and
married couples can nearly always
save money by filing joint returns. You can file a joint return with your wife as long as
you are married and living together on the last day of the year,
or if your wife died during the
year. It makes no difference
whether your wife has any income
of her own—or whether you get
married on January 1st or December 31st.
I. Form vs. Expediency.
You usually file a simplified
form 1040A and take the standard
deduction of ten per cent of your
income. Your wife says you ought
to figure up your actual deductions on a long form 1040, because it might save you money.
Is this a case of doing it the hard
way?
Yes.
No.
Your wife is
always right.
Answer. Your wife may be
right. Most wage earners file
a simplified form 1040A (used
only when total income from all
sources is $5,000 or less) or a
short form 1040 (used only when
income from wages or salaries is
$5,000 or less and income from
other sources is not more than
$100) and take the standard ten
per cent deduction. However,
many could save money by itemizing their actual deductions on
a long form 1040. If your actual
deductions amount to more than
ten per cent of your income, then
you have to file a long form 1040
in order to elaim them. Your best
bet is to check your deductions
carefully to find out which form
is best for you.
4. Home, Sweet Home (Taxwise).
You have just received a bill of
$341 from the roof repairman who
replaced the shingles blown off
your house in the hurricane last
fall. The monthly mortgage
payment is due at the bank. Your
property tax bill of $225 is

expected any day. Should you
sell the house and move to the
hills??
Immediately.
Next month..
You should grin and bear it.
Answer. Taxwise, you can probably afford to grin and bear it
Home owners have a number of
tax advantages. The interest on
your mortgage, for example, is
deductible on your tax returns. So
are real estate and property taxes,
as well as casualty losses which
are not offset by insurance. (An
additional deductible item is interest on home repairs and other
loans.)
In today's market, selling your
home might result in a tax problem. Suppose it cost you $8,000
in 1946, you have made no improvements, and you sell the house
today for $12,000. You have to
pay a tax on the $4,000 difference unless within one year before or after you sell your old
house, you buy another which
costs at least $12,000. If you
build a house costing $12,000, you
must occupy it within one year before or 18 months after your sale.
However, if you sell the house at
a loss, you cannot take a deduction.
5. It Almost Pays to Be Unhealthy.
Your wife had twins in June,
and as a result you were forced to
go to the hospital for a two-month
rest cure. You feel that the doctor must have charged twice as
much for the twins as he would
for one infant, and furthermore
that it cost so much to keep well
that you are better off sick.
Should you show your strength
of character by paying only half
of your bills?
Yes. ——No.
Refuse to
pay at all.
Answer. Your credit rating is
entirely up to you. However, in
a case like this, you should keep
close track if your doctor and
hospital expenses, since you may
have an allowable medical deduction on your return.
You can i deduct medical expenses in excess of five per cent
of our adjusted gross income, up
to certain limits. If either you
or your wife is over 65 years of
age. you may deduct all of the
medical expenses of both, subject
to a special ceiling limitation.
(Carefully check the instructions
with your tax forms for an explanation of adjusted gross income,
and of what your maximum for
medical deductions may be.)
Many people are not aware of
the variety of medical expenses
which are deductible. Hospital,
nurse, dentist and doctor bills (not
offset by insurance) are obvious
cases. Others include cost of
drugs, eyeglasses, dentures, tooth
paste and brushes, wheelchairs,
crutches, and other medical equipment.
j
6. Your Records are Their Business.
\
You have listed on your return
a few deductions (such as a personal bad debt, which actually
represents your wife's losses at

Canasta) which are slightly questionable. However, you figure that
there's not one chance in a thousand that anyone from the Revenue
Bureau will ever bother to check
your tax return—and besides,
everyone cheats on his tax return.
Is this a safe attitude?
Certainly
Certainly not.
Sing Sing offers free vacations.
Answer. Certainly not. Actually, only a very small number of
taxpayers try to cheat on their
tax returns. When you list deductions on your tax returns, be
sure that you can prove them. In
other words, keep receipts on such
things as doctor or hospital bills,
property tax bills, and the like.
The government spot-checks income tax returns. Although the
Revenue Bureau takes a reasonable attitude, many people have
had deductions disallowed because they had no logical proof.
BASIC RULES TO FOLLOW:
Although these foregoing examples may be somewhat out of the
ordinary, they illustrate six basic
rules you should follow in making
out your tax returns:
1. Take all your legitimate exemptions.
2. If married, you should usually file a joint return.
3. Be sure to chose the right
form. Check your total deductions to see if you should itemize
them on a long form 1040.
4. Do not neglect all the deductions that may result from your
owning your own home.
5. If you had heavy medical expenses, see whether you have an
allowable medical deduction.
6. Be sure you have reasonable
proof of your deductions.
And here are some additional
snuggestions:
1. Your return is due March
15th. File early—and avoid lastminute mistakes that might cost
you tax money.
2. If you made less than $600
last year, but had taxes withheld
by your employer,- remember that
you must file a return in order to
get your refund.
3. Remember that you have to
file Declaration of Estimated Income for 1952 by March 15th if
you (a) will have an income of
over $100 from any sourse other
than wages from which your employer withholds the tax, and
your total income is $600 or more
—or (b) your wages from which
taxes are withheld amount to more
than the total of $4,500 plus $600
for each exempton.
4. If you have any questions
about your return, the nearest office of the Bureau of Internal
Revenue will help you. The Government has issued a pamphlet of
instructions which you should get
from the local Bureau office—and
which demonstrates clearly the1
Government's attitude that it
wants no one to overpay his income tax.
Towle, Reed and

DILLARD
SPORTING
GOODS
&

Barton Sterling
Lenox China

What most college students do
not know about geography would
fill several university libraries,
a New York Times survey indicates.
The paper gave a geography
test to about 5,000 students in 42
colleges. Some odd misconceptions of how the world is layed
out were turned in.
For example, when asked to
name the countries bordering
Yugoslavia,
some students
named Belgium, Egypt, Manchuria, Portugal and even Canada.
Only two per cent, incidentally,
could closely estimate Canada's
population.
Less than half the students
could approximate the United
States' population. Many thought
it was 500 million or more, while
some placed it in the billions.
(1950 census estimate of U. S.
population: nearly 152 million).
Five percent could name the states
bordering on the Atlantic coast.
Many states as far inland as the
Mississippi were mentioned.
So far few college papers have
commented on this survey. The
Kansas State Collegian called the
results "appalling" and added:
"The wild guesses show that
our college men and women
are deficient in basic facts about
our country and the world . . .
A refresher course on basic
geography would be a fine subject to require of all students
in order for the men and women
to be 'wide-awake' and intelligent citizens."
The survey indicated that geography is seldom required by major schools. Less than five per
cent of the nation's college stu-i
dents take even one geography
course, according to the study.

The Romance Of
The Post Office
BY FRANK I. MORSE
LETTER POSTS
In sketching the Post Office, we
are not so much concerned with
government Posts as we are with
Letters Posts that is: a public or
private Post that conveys the letter
to its destination. Letter writing
had not become an art until the
fourteenth century A. D. Then only
the educated could write and they
had to depend on travelers going
in the destination of the letter for
delivery. The first real Letter Post
was the system of Post Runners
established by the University of
Paris, in the twelfth century, who
delivered the letters of its students
all over Europe. This was a private Post. The first Public Post
was established by the Hanse
towns of what is now known as
Germany, in the thirteenth century; followed by a line of letters
posts connecting Austria with Lombardy in the region of Emperor
Maximilian and organized by the
Princes of Thurn and Taxis. About
1516, these same princes organized another branch of Posts between Vienna, Austria and Brussels, Belgium.
In early times, in England, public letters were sent by messengers who in the reign of Henry
ni (1216-72) wore the Royal livery.
They supplied their own horses until 1272 when Post stations were
established where the horses could
be procured for hire. Sir Brian
Tuke is mentioned sometimes after 1509 as "Master of Posts" but
his duties were exclusively to supply horses for the Post riders. A
foreign Post for the conveyance
of letters.1 between London andthe
Continent was established by foreign merchants in the fifteenth centur. Disputes arising between the
Flemings and the Italians regarding the right of appointment of the
Postmaster, led to the appointment by Queen Elizabeth in 1581,
of Thomas Randolph as "Chief
Postmaster" who was given
charge of both English and Foreign Posts. Charles I (1625-49; established a Postal monopoly which
fixed rates from 2d to 6d for a single letter according to distance,
8d to Scotland and 9d to Ireland.
As the volume of mail increased,
it became necessary to expand
the system from London. In 1635,
a line of Posts were established
between London and Edinburg,
Scotland, the mail being dispatched weekly; later on eight other
lines were in operation. William
Dockwra established the first Penny Post in London and suburbs
on 1660 but his Post was soon absorbed in the Government mono-

Officials of Belks Stores announced today that Charles L.
Hunley, a graduate of Clemson,
has been named manager of Belk
Brothers Company in Monroe,
North Carolina.
Hunley comes to Monroe from
Hamlet, North Carolina, where he
was manager of Belk's Department store for the last two years.
He has been with the Belk organization for fifteen years and was
formerly basement manager of the
Wadesboro, North Carolina, store,
assistant manager of Belk-Scarboro Company in Georgetown,
manager of Belk's Department
store in Timmonsville and Chesterfield, his native home before
going to Hamlet as manager of
Belks in 1950.
Hunley is married to the former Miss. Frances Allen of Wadesboro, North Carolina, and they
have a three-year-old daughter,
Libby. He is 32 years of age, a
World War II veteran, and before
leaving Hamlet was vice chairman of the Board of Stewards of
the Methodist.Church, director of
the Merchants Association, besides
being a member of Lions, Civitan,
American Legion, V. F. W., and
Richmond County Country Club.

Fellowship Offered
At 3 Universities
Students interested in public
affairs and public service careers
who receive their bachelors degree next June are offered an opportunity to apply for fellowships
carrying stipens of $1,200 per year.
This fellowship provides the unusual opportunity of studying at
three different universities.
Beginning in June, 1952, Fellows
will serve an internship with a
public agency such as the Tennessee Valley Authority, a city manager's office, or a department of
state government. The 1952-1953
school session will be organized
to provide Fellows an unique opportunity to take graduate courses
at three universities: the University of Alabama, the University of
Tennessee and the University of
Kentucky.
Completion of the twelve months
training period entitles Fellows to
a certificate in public administration. Fellows may be awarded a
master's degree at either of the
three participating universities upon satisfactory completion of the
master's thesis and after passing
examinations for the master's degree.
For elegibility requirements and
other information students are invited to see the head of the political science department of write
to: Educational Director, Southern
Regional Training Program in
Public Administration, University
of Alabama, University, Alabama.
The deadline for submitting applications is March first.
FIRST GAME
Chapel Hill, N. C—The University of North Carolina baseball
team opens its 1952 schedule at
Rollins College in Ordando, Fla.,
March 17.
ATTENDS CARNIVAL
Chapel Hill, N. C.—Charlie Justice, University of North Carolina
assistant coach, attended a sports
carnival in Orlando, Fla., recently as a special guest.
poly. From the time or Charles I
to "the enactment of the British
Post Office Act of 1710, the postal
service was a monopoly of some
Duke. The Act of 1710 codified the
Postal Laws and consolidated the
Postal Service in all her Majesty's
dominions into one establishment
"to take effect from and after June 1711." Of all the Parliment
Postal enactments up to 1710, the
most interesting and important to
us is the enactment of the Neale
Patent on February 17, 1692. Neale
obtained a grant from the Crown,
authorizing him to set up Posts
in the North American Colonies
and by "letters patent", an exclusive privilege was secured by
him for twenty-one years, for
which Neale was to pay the
Crown six shillings and eight
pence a year.
The Neale Patent marks the real
beginning of the American Colonial Post Office as Andrew Hamilton, Neale's Postmaster General
for the Colonies, consolidated the
Various Colonial Posts in one system from Portsmouth, N. H. to
Williamsburg, in Virginia.

Clemson men received a demonstration of trick shots in billards and pointers on how to shoot better
billards from Clarence E. Anderson last Monday. Mr. Andrrson is from Chicago and represents
the Billard Congress of America.

Grown-Ups Participate In
Nation-Wide Experiment
New York,— (I. P.)—Grownups within reach of at least 31
leading colleges and universities
have been invited to participate in
the first nation-wide experiment
to test out their interest in college
courses requiring heavy thinking.
The project is the first of a series
of various kinds to be undertaken
by the new Center for the Study
of Liberal Education for Adults
recently established in Chicago
with a grant of $160,000 from the
Fund for Adult Education, an independent affiliate of the Ford
Foundation.. The Center is operated under the auspices of the
Association of University Evening
Colleges, which now comprises 88
of the country's largest urban universities.
Among the questions to which
answers are sought is: What
kind of serious, college-level
courses in general education will
adults take? Does the present
relatively high drop-out rate of
adult students in liberal arts
courses indicate lack of interest
in education on the part of
adults, or does it indicate that
the courses provided for adults
are not always suited to adult
interests? Are there methods
of teaching whicr are particularly appropriate for adult students?
The, Center has sent to the colleges study-guides for a group of
five one-semester courses particularly designed far adults. The
courses will take the mature students into deep water. Dr. John
S. Diekhoff, associate professor
of English at Queens College and
director of the Center, explained
that the courses are "intended to
encourage the student to think but
not to tell him what to think." The
student will be confronted with
reading assignments representing
conflicting points of view on great
questions and asked to weigh these
on the basis of his own experience.
One course, called "An Invitation to Literature," groups together
units of reading dealing with fifteen common themes. On the
theme of "Jealousy," the student
will read such works as "Othello"
and "Frankie and Johnny." Under the theme, "The Laws of God
and Man," he reads Sophocles,
passage from The Bible, a short

CLEMSON
THEATRE
Friday, Saturday—22-23

Westward the
Women
with
Robert Taylor, Denise Darce!
200 husband-hungry women on
an adventure most men feared
to face.

The fourth of the five courses,
"Analytical Reading" is designed
to develop skill in reading with
understanding. Political, historical, and philosophical works
are subjected to close analysis.
This course might be called

"How to Read a Great Book,''
but the Center's staff believes
the skills at which it aims are
applicable to the reading of
other books as well.
The fifth course, "Group Living:
Its Influence on Attitudes and Behavior," confronts the adult student with the necessity of analyzing his own habits of thought and
conduct. He studies such topics
as "Social factors in child development," "Leadership," and
"Prejudice."
Dr. Diekhoff emphasized that
the Center did not wish to limit
the cooperating colleges to use of
the particular course outlines
which are being furnished. "These
syllabi," he said, "are merely suggestive. In fact, we expect to
learn as much from the changes
which individual colleges make
as we do fro mthe experience
where these specific syllabi are
followed."
BIG FOUR CO-CHAMPS
Chapel Hill, N. C.—The University of North Carolina baseball
team split the Big Four championship with Duke University last
Fifteen of Clemson's twentyfour scheduled baseball games
will be played at home.

TRADE AT

ABBOTT'S MEN'S SHOP
Located on Quality Hill.

The store that is high in altitude

hut low in prices.

CLEMSON

SENECA

MCNS

SHOP

Where Quality is the By-word

TIGER
TAVERN
Located in Lower Lobby of
Clemson House

LATE SHOW

M>w-ne fave the

NEW ttHICK INJECTOR
W
GOID PACKl'BWDEJ

Saturday 10:30 P. M.

Son of Dr. Jekyl
with
Louis Haywood, Jody Lawrence
Monday, Tuesday—25-26

This Woman Is
Dangerous
with
Joan Crawford, Dennis Morgan
Every inch a lady ... till you
look at the record!

and
Many Other Nationally
Advertised Quality

Now Open All Day
Hours 9 A.M. Til Midnight
Still Closed Thursday

Wednesday, Thursday—27-28

Lines.

HOBBY SHOP

story by Anatole France, and
poems by W. H. Anden and Walt
Whitman.
A course called "The American
Tradition" requires the student
to read basic documents in American history. The object is to see
how Americans have determined
policy in crucial moments of our
history in terms of the established
American aspirations to "freedom,
equality, plenty, and peace." The
adult student will be obliged to
weigh the compromises that must
be made when these aspirations
conflict and thus enhance his ability to think his way through current crises.
Students will be faced with
similarly crucial decisions in a
course in "World Politics." The
concepts of democracy, totalitarianism, and communism will be
subjected to analysis in this course,
which also deals with such topics
as the United Nations, the aims of
American and Russian foreign
policy and world government and
other proposals for the maintenance of peace.

TENNIS RACQUETS

McLEES BROS.

RESTRUNG

JEWELERS

One Day Service

Anderson, S. C. - Seneca, S. C.

ANDERSON, S. C.

Phone 406

Phone 740

BUY THEM
HERE!

Callaway Went
Thataway

L. C. MARTIN DRUG CO.

with
Dorothy McGuire, Howard Kell
Fred Mac Murray

Your College Headquarters

Eighty-one minutes of fast fun.
A picture as crazy as its title.

Will Be Open Late For All Dances

